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Political
club’s use
of mailer
draws fire

Rain dash

By Dan Kier
Daily stall writer
The leader of a campus political group plans to file a
complaint today against a competing political club she
claims violated a federal privacy act.
By obtaining mailing addzesses from private student
files for a recruitment drive, the Political Union invaded
students’ privacy, said Marlene Godwin, chairwoman of
Outspoken, a competing political group.
Godwin claims the mailing violated a federal privacy
act. Both clubs are seeking political science majors in membership drives.
The Political Union received the complete political science department mailing list from the department honor society, Pi Sigma Alpha, said Martha Boyd, president of both
the honor society and the conservative faction of the Political Union.
Honor societies can obtain mailing lists, but only with
students’ permission, according to Jim Cellini, student development specialist of Student Activities and Services.
Neither the liberal Outspoken nor the Political Union
are honor societies.
Pi Sigma Alpha did not seek student consent before obtaining the mailing list, said Mitch Hostmeyer, Political
Union chairman and honor society secretary.
"I didn’t know anything about a law prohibiting us
(from) using these addresses," Hostmeyer said. "I know
ignorance is not an excuse, bet
were never told."
Godwin accused’ the Political Union of violating the
federal Family Education Rights and Privacy Act of 1974.
Godwin said she plans to file a formal complaint this
morning with Meredith Moran, judicial coordinator and assistant to the dean of student services.
According to a summary of the act printed in the fall
schedule of classes, the law "generally requires that written
See PRIVACY back page

April Swift
Students take cover from Mother Nature’s impromptu rain shower. The first hard rain of the se-

mester caught students without umbrellas and
forced them to quickly use any means available, in-

Daly stall photographer

eluding the Spartan Daily to keep dry. Forecasters
predict overcast skies with a chance of rain today.

Rehnquist OK’d amid unprecedented opposition
WASHINGTON (API -- The Senate,
after three months of divisive debate over
William H. Rehnquist’s integrity and commitment to equal rights, confirmed him yesterday as the nation’s 16th chief justice.
By a 65-33 vote, the Senate approved
President Reagan’s elevation of Rehnquist,
the Supreme Court’s most politically conservative member for nearly 15 years. He
replaces retiring Chief Justice Warren E.
Burger.
Rehnquist received the largest number
of negative votes of any successful Supreme
Court nominee.
The Senate then immediately confirmed, by a 98-0 vote, the nomination of

Antonin Scalia, a federal appeals court
judge, to fill the Supreme Court acancy
created by Burger’s departure.
Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole. R Kan., immediately telephoned Reagan with
the news.
"He’s very pleased." Dole said of the
president. "He characterized some (the opposition) as sort of a lynch mob, I guess."
A spokesman for Dole said Rehnquist
called the senator shortly after the vote to
say he was "very happy" and to thank him
for his support.
Only two of the Senate’s 53 Republicans, Lowell Weicker of Connecticut and
Charles Mathias of Maryland. voted igainst

Business tower ramp
to aid disabled students
By Dave Rickard
Daily staff writer
One of the last major barriers for
disabled students at SJSU will be eliminated soon with the completion of a
wheelchair ramp outside the business
tower.

Work began last week on the
ramp, which will be on the north side
of the building. The structure was
cited by Martin Schutter, SJSU director of Disabled Student Services, as
one of the last major projects sought
by the group to improve access for disabled students.
"I wouldn’t say there are any
major projects left," Schulter said.
Schulter said there is already a
wheelchair ramp to the business classrooms, but he said it is steep and difficult to mount, particularly on rainy
days. The business classrooms and the
tower are linked by an elevated corridor.

’There will be a lot of
concrete in there.’
Barbara Pluta,
SJSU design and
construction manager
Construction of the ramp will cost
$109.500. said Barbara Pluta. SJSU
design and construction manager.
O.E. Anderson & Son. Inc. is the contracting firm that is building the ramp.
Pluta said she was not surprised
by the price tag for the ramp.
"There will be a lot of concrete in
there," she said. "It involves a fair
amount of form work. It’s like a
bridge, in that it doesn’t sit on the
ground."
The ramp will connect the sideSee RAMP, hack page

the Rehnquist nomination.
Sixteen of the Senate’s 47 Democrats
voted for the nomination.
Sens. Jake Gam, R -Utah, and Barry
Goldwater. R -Ariz., did not participate in
either vote.
Asked last night if he felt the advise and -consent process had been arduous.
Rehnquist replied: "From my point of
view, it has."
Reagan. in a statement released by the
White House, lauded the Senate action and
blasted the "political posturing that marred
the confirmation hearings."
"The attacks came from those whose
ideology runs contrary to his profound and

unshakeable be
in the proper constitutional role of the judiciary in this country,"
the president said.
"I have no doubt that William Rehnquist will prove to be a chief justice of historic stature."
Despite heated hearings before the
Senate Judiciary Committee, Rehnquist’s
nomination was sent on to the Senate last
month by a 13-5 vote of the panel.
Democrats attacked him as insensitive
toward minorities and women and contended that he has a too-narrow view of individual rights.
But Sen. Orrin Hatch, R -Utah, said
Rehnquist "will bring the court together."
See REHNQUIST. back page

Ex-employee
sentenced to
state prison
By Oscar Guerra
Daily staff writer
William Koehn, Ioniser SJSU residence hall director,
yesterday received a four-year. eight-month sentence in
state prison for weapons possession on campus.
In addition, Koehn will be on probation for three years
after he is released.
His court-appointed attorney said he will not seek an
appeal.
Koehn, former residence hall director of Royce Hall,
stood quietly while Judge Daniel E. Creed read the sentence
in Santa Clara County Superior Court. Afterward. Koehn
cracked a small smile and shook his attorney’s hand before
bailiffs led him away.
Gregg Shores, Koehn’s public defender, said he felt
the sentence was a "fair one,, although I felt it was a little
higher than! thought he would get."
"I felt it was better than some of the other sentences
that were being considered throughout these proceedings,"
Shores said.
Creed delayed a drug-diversion hearing until Oct. I for
Koehn’s wife, Kim Koehn, who wu also charged with
weapons possession along with possession of a small
See KOEHN, back page

Rec Center construction to begin in 2 weeks
By Scott G. Hamilton
Daily staff writer
The date has been set for construction to begin on the longawaited Student Union Recreation
and Events Center.
Construction crews will begin
arriving on campus the week of
Sept. 28, according to Randal Russ,
Rec Center project manager for
Roebbelen Engineering Inc.. the
firm building the $20.1 million center.
Russ met with Student Union
Director Ron Barrett and others involved with the project in a job-start
meeting Tuesday.
Roebbelen was the lowest bidder for the project and was awarded
the contract for the center earlier this
month.
Russ said the contract was
signed by his firm last week and sent
to the CSU regents for their signatures.

See CONSTRUCTION, Imck page
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Editorial

Time to deal with parking problems
r. 1 he university has yet to show any real concern
about the parking situation, which is distressing a large number of students and faculty. It
is past time for the administration to take the problem seriously and to develop some workable alternatives for commuters.
The resolution of the parking problems which
are now plaguing commuter students at SJSU is not
solely the responsibility of the administration of this
university. These problems can be solved only with
the cooperative efforts of both the students involved
and the administration.
The university will begin constructing a Student Union Recreation and Events Center on San
Carlos Street between Seventh and Ninth streets
and begin renovating the engineering building on
Seventh Street.
These projects will absorb 550 parking spaces
for employees and disabled students.
That means that 550 more drivers will be joining the search for places to park.
It is not asking too much of the administration
of this university that, having developed a curriculum, a faculty and a campus, it must also develop

some way for its students to be able to reach the
university without physical or financial exhaustion.
Parking facilities are vital to the infrastructure
to this university, built in the middle of a city.
This is, unfortunately, still a commuter university. Its students come from a widespread suburban
area. Many of these students work at other ends of
the county. Car pooling and public transportation
are workable alternatives for only a few.
Finding a parking space is very difficult now.
As one professor expressed it,’ When I have to hunt
and hunt for a parking place, and get to class in a
hassle, my day is ruined before it begins."
Now is the time to deal with the problem.
Being called a manager or an administrator
does not automatically make one a manager or an
administrator. To be a manager, one must manage.
And management by emergency is not true management. The purpose of management is to avoid
crises.
It is imperative the administration develop additional parking alternatives immediately, so students may plan their schedules to avoid a true crisis.

Letter Policy
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write letters
to the editor. Bring them to Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 208.
or the Student Union Information Desk.
Letters must bear the writer’s name, major, class
standing and phone number. The Daily reserves the right to
edit letters for libel and length.

Issue: Should San Carlos Street be closed?
Pro

Time to divert traffic off university grounds

Long ago when the master plan for SJSU was drawn
up, there were plans for the eventual closing of San Carlos
Street. There was a reason for this, and it seems today that
reason has long been forgotten.
The idea was that closing the street would unify the
campus, which is split thanks to San Carlos Street.
Unification of a campus might not seem like such a big
deal. but it is.
As a pedestrian or cyclist tries to cross San Carlos
Street, it becomes a battle between you and the cars to dewho
has the right of way.
cide
Going to class at a university should be easy, not a lifethreatening event.
There are 18 buildings, including parking structures, at
Seventh and Fourth streets, on the south side of San Carlos
Street. It has been estimated by university officials that between 20.000 and 25.(XX) pedestrians and cyclists cross the
street daily.
This means that most of the students at SJSU cross the
street at least once during the day.
Since the area south of San Carlos Street is a major part
of the campus, shouldn’t it then actually be a part of the
campus?
Those against closing San Carlos Street argue that traffic in the area is already bad enough and closing the street
will only add to the problem.
On the contrary. the closure can only help the traffic

co

Len
Gutman
situation.
At the intersection of 10th and San Carlos streets, traffic will be extremely lightened and the same goes for the intersection of Fourth and San Carlos streets.
As for the traffic on San Carlos Street itself between
Fourth and 10th streets, the problem will be eliminated
completely.
Traffic always seems to be backed up at the Seventh
and San Carlos street intersection because of pedestrian
gridlock. People cross the street regardless of the color of
the signal, and cars inevitably end up waiting for the pedestrians to get across the street, holding up traffic.
With so many people crossing the street daily, and so
many cars driving through, there is a great risk of accidents
occurring.

What’s wrong with driving two minutes out of the way
to ensure the safety of 25,000 people?
Instead of going down San Carlos Street, traffic would
be diverted to streets like San Salvador and William, just
one and two blocks south of San Carlos Street respectively.
As for the local businesses along San Carlos Street.
what are they complaining about?
What few local businesses there are, all are west of the
proposed area to be closed off anyway. There will still be
the same amount of parking spaces available for those businesses, and the access is hardly eliminated.
Another reason that San Carlos Street should be closed
is because of the Rec center’s aquatic center.
The aquatic center will be located on the south side of
San Carlos Street, while the rest of the Rec Center will be
on the north side of the street.
When we finally do get to use the Rec Center. we’ll be
forced to dodge cars while wearing nothing but our swimsuits and thongs, trying to get from one part of the center to
another.
The Rec Center just won’t seem complete unless San
Carlos Street is closed, enabling full access to all of the facilities without having a busy street with cars zooming
through the middle of it.
The question of whether San Carlos Street should be
closed is not the issue, the issue is when will the street be
closed.

Closure would worsen daily traffic congestion

A year of procrastination on the closing of San Carlo+
Street should make it obvious that there is a lot to be consul
ered concerning traffic flow and safety precautions around
the SJSU campus.
But it should also make it obvious the reasons pre
sented so far are just not good enough.
Closing San Carlos Street is not the answer to unifying
the San Jose State campus.
Geographically, the campus might map out differenils
and appear more physically unified, but it will put studeni
unification in definite peril.
Students who commute to campus already has,:
enough difficulties with traffic and parking. Closing San
Carlos Street is not going to affect the flow of traffic, it’s
just going to divert it to other neighborhood streets.
Finding parking these days takes an extra 30 to 45 minutes if you don’t arrive to school before 7:45 a.m. If commuters have to drive around the campus, it’s going to add to
that time and it’s only going to make other streets busier.
What are we going to do. keep expanding the campus so we
never have to cross a busy street?
The number of accidents on San Carlos Street is not
out of proportion to those on any other city street. Crosspatience is the
walks and lights are adequately provided
only thing lacking. People insist on jaywalking, and when
of
being hit by a car It will hapthey do, they take the risk

Paula Ray
Christiansen

pen on San Carlos Street, just as it will on any other street.
And what happens once all this traffic starts making its
way up and down San Salvador and William streets? Are
residents on these streets immune to traffic hazards? There
are young children who live on these streets. The likelihood
of their being hit by this diverted traffic is much higher than
that of a college student being hit.
Traffic on 10th Street is going to remain heavy as commuters wait in backed -up traffic to turn onto San Salvador.
Their tempers will overheat right along with their engines.
And when tempers flare, carelessness ensues.
The sante goes for Fourth Street. Traffic will back up
from San Sal, .1,1or. causing just as much hazard and incon-

sentence as It does on San Carlos Street now.
Closing San Carlos Street will not ensure the safety of
25,000 people. It is highly unlikely 25.000 different individuals cross this street daily. Of the people who do have to
walk to the south side of campus, precaution is only common sense.
Given past experience commuting through the neighborhoods surrounding SJSU, it is highly unlikely it will
only take two minutes more of commute time. It will add
more like 10 to 15 minutes to the time it already takes to
find parking on or near campus. Two minutes can make all
the difference in the world in finding the "full" sign
propped up outside the garages.
The area south of San Carlos Street is not considered
any less a part of the campus than the sorority and fraternity
houses that are scattered around off-campus.
Maybe we should broaden our borders to include them,
too? (Maybe they’re feeling un-unified!) We could design
ourselves after Stanford University, up the student tuition
and fees and start wearing bobby sox, too!
Unlike many other state schools, San Jose State is
unique in that the majority of its students reside off-campus
rather than on -campus. This school must be designed to accommodate both residential and commuter students, which
means providing thorough streets with crosswalks just
what we have now.

Letters to the Editor
Campus police are ideal students
I was highly disturbed by the tone of the article that appedred on the front page of the Sept. 12 issue of the Spartan
Duly about the possibility of campus police attending
classes as students, "Uniformed cops in SJSU classes?"
Your reporter approached the story as though the presence of an armed officer in uniform is a situation to be
feared. While this may he true in some parts of the world, it
certainly is not true of the campus police. These individuals
have been selected for this difficult and sometimes dangerous position after having proven they are caring, considerate people as well as professionally competent. With regard
to their being armed, they have been carefully trained to
recognize those situations where the use of weapons may be

necessary for their personal safety or the safety of others.
The campus police have performed their responsibilities well for years without a suggestion of the aggressiveness that the article implies. There is no reason to believe
that an officer, uniformed and armed, would behave in class
any differently than any other student. If anything, the individual would be likely to behave better than many students,
because of the officer’s knowledge that criticism would reflect adversely upon the whole department. The Spartan
Daily has done a dedicated group of people a gross disservice in front-paging an article that implies they are a triggerhappy, irresponsible bunch of bullies akin to the Hell’s Angels.
Clair W. Janes
Professor
Accounting & Finance Dept.

Ticket parking lot abusers
Editor,
With all the griping and complaining going on about
the parking situation here on campus, why isn’t something
done about those who feel their cars are so important that
they take up two parking spaces, as well as those who park
poorly, making it impossible to use the adjacent space? A
casual observation of any of the garages on campus reveals
a good number of parking spaces wasted.
Why can’t these inconsiderate space hogs he issued a
ticket? I’m sure a few yellow slips under the windshield
wiper would correct these drivers aims as they steer their
vehicles into the one parking space they’ve paid 75 cents
Paul E. Naas
for.
Senior
Advertising

Editors’ Extra
Shelly
O’Day
Ark

Adult responsibilities
Sister and Big Brother sat on a charming floBig
ral -print sofa, holding hands. They were
somber. They were loving. Their televised address from a White House sitting room was an emotional and patriotic appeal a national crusade for in
tolerance. The issue: Drugs!
Big Sister said, "There is no moral middle
ground," and there isn’t. Not in a totalitarian police
state, anyway.
Conditioning plays a big part in any controlled
society. Let’s get the kids while they’re young. They
will grow up to be perfect perfect models for the
state that is.
Part of George Orwell’s book "1984" talks
about children who feel more responsibility toward the
state than their parents.
However, the most pertinent example of a police
state molesting the minds of young children is preWorld War II Germany and the manipulative regime
known as the S.S.
There was a two-year training program for party
children. During the first part of training, youngsters
were given a puppy to raise. At the end of the twoyear term the children were ordered to kill the dog
with their bare hands. And they did.
They had been successfully conditioned to obey
painful orders.
During that period, it was not uncommon for the
ruling government to expect children to tattle on their
parents for what the party deemed unacceptable behavior.
And now in 1986, the issue: Drugs!
Bill Honig, California’s superintendent of public
instruction said, "If their (children’s) parents are
doing drugs, they should do something about it."
He did, however, qualify this statement saying
that he didn’t necessarily mean they should turn their
parents into the police.
Possibly another alternative for Mr. Honig would
be to have the children write to Ann Landers!? Though
there has been plenty of publicity about getting police
help, there has been virtually no publicity about the alternatives.
The war on drugs is monetarily backed. About
$750 million more than the original proposal, and $2
million more than the currently budgeted House bill
are being sought by the Big Brother-Big Sister team
for their "war."
Children who turn their parents over to the police
become wards of the state. They may be placed in foster homes. Their parents must be rehabilitated. The
youngsters will have to learn about how to deal with
the guilt of treason against their family.
How much money has been funded for programs
that deal with these problems?
Nobody knows how the 12 -year-old Fremont girl
will be affected after turning her parents over to the
police last week for cocaine and marijuana use.
Also, the fact that three children have recently
turned in their parents tells us something about child
psychology. These children see others doing it and
feel they should do it too.
Illegal drugs should not be condoned, but if a
consenting adult has a problem with drugs, it is not a
child’s reponsibility to take action.
Programs that help prevent drug abuse are beneficial. Programs that force children to become part of a
police state are not.
Ifs child is unhappy at home, his or her life must
be amended. However, if the government is going to
convince children to take action, the administration
must take responsibility and inform these children
about alternatives and what will become of them after
the fact.
Adults must take the initiative in dealing with
drug abuse, not children.
Shelly O’Day is the Entertainer editor. Editors’ Extra is an open forum for editors who appear on a rotating basis every "luesdas and Thursday.

Oa Maffni, H5WO
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Reagan sends 25 Soviet diplomats home

25 -year -old rocket
gives a boost
to space program
VANDENBERG AIR FORCE BASE (API A
$37.3 million weather satellite whose launch had been
delayed 16 times was carried into orbit by a rebuilt 25 year-old rocket yesterday, the second successful
launch in two weeks for the nation’s troubled space
program.
A crowd of 120 Air Force and NASA officials
and contractors cheered as the 94-foot -tall Atlas E.
rocket blasted off at 8:52 a.m., from Space Launch
Complex -3, carrying the RCA -built NOAA-G satellite
into a 518 -mile -high polar orbit.
"We have lift off," the flight commentator said
as the rocket, spewing bright orange flames into a
thick cloud cover, vanished into the clouds above the
base 140 miles northwest of Los Angeles.
Placement in orbit was announced at 10:07 a.m.
"I have goose bumps, just like everyone else,"
said Julie Andrews, spokeswoman for General Dynamics. which built the booster in 1961 as an intercontinental ballistic missile and refurbished it to launch
the satellite.
In the first few minutes after launch, the nose
cone covering the satellite and the five engines on the
booster all separated from the spacecraft on schedule.
From its vantage point above Earth, the 14-feetlong, 6-feet -wide NOAA-10 will photograph and collect global weather information, measure earth’s radiation belts, relay data from weather stations worldwide to a central processing center, measure how
much sunlight Earth absorbs and radiates back into
space and detect distress signals from ships, planes
and travelers in remote areas.
It will also provide some reconnaissance photographs to U.S. intelligence agencies. said Larry Heacock, satellite operations director for the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.
"It’s another step on the way back" from a Jan.
28 explosion that destroyed the shuttle Challenger and
killed its seven crew members, said Jim Kukowski,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
spokesman. "Any successful launch is significant in
showing the American public that we are coming back
from a very disastrous eight months."
On Sept. 5, a Florida-launched Delta rocket carried two satellites into orbit, where they destroyed
each other in a successful test of the so-called Star
Wars space -based anti -missile defense system.
The launch of NOAA-10 had been delayed 16
times since first scheduled for August or September
1985.
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The Reagan administration
WASHINGTON (API
yesterday ordered the expulsion of 25 U.N.-based Soviet
diplomats, but said the action was unrelated to spy charges
Moscow has filed against American journalist Nicholas
Daniloff.
State Department spokesman Bernard Kalb said the expulsion was a follow-up to a U.S. decision announced six
months ago to force cutbacks in the Soviets’ U.N. presence.
The administration has maintained that the Soviet staff at
the United Nations is disproportionately large and engages
in spy activities.
For its part, the Soviets have insisted the required reductions violate the obligations the United States has undertaken as host country for the United Nations.
The names of the personnel affected by the order were
turned over to Soviet officials by the U.S. ambassador to
the United Nations, Vernon Walters. The 25 people were
given until Oct. Ito leave the country.
The Soviet U.N. Mission immediately signaled it will
resist the the order.

25 every six months.
The Soviet delegation is more than twice the site of the
next largest delegation.
Of the 105 to be sent home, a small number would be
attached to the staffs of two Soviet republics, Ukrainia and
"I think there will be a protest," Valentin G. Kary- Byelorussia, both which have U.N. seats. All 25 affected
mov. a senior counselor at the Soviet mission, told a re- by yesterday’s announcement, however, represent Mosporter by telephone. The diplomat, however, said the U.S. cow’s delegation.
But Kalb refused to say whether any had engaged in
note would first be studied by Moscow before a formal respying.
sponse is made.
The Soviets have 243 diplomats attached to the United
While the administration has promised retaliation in
the Daniloff case, Kalb was categorical in stating the expul- Nations while the two Soviet republics have a total of 32.
A U.S. official who asked not to be identified said the
sion order "is not related’ to that issue.
Secretary of State George Shultz said Tuesday night Soviet total has dropped below 243, but added that the Sovithat the United States has a "plan of action" for dealing ets have never indicated any of those who departed did so as
with the Daniloff case hut declined to give details. He said a result of last March’s expulsion order.
In any case, he said, the Soviets will be operating
the issue has "put a cloud" over Soviet-American relations.
Last March, the Reagan administration announced the under a ceiling of 218 until the United States orders the
Soviets would be required to reduce their U.N. staff from withdrawal of an additional group of diplomats, presumably
275 to 170 os er a two-year period I I Ill rements of roughly in March.

State Department says action
is unrelated to Daniloff case

Critics call Diablo’s
new racks shoddy
The
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
improper reinstallation of racks in a
spent fuel pool at Diablo Canyon atomic
power plant violates its design specifications, nuclear critics contended yesterday.
Opponents of the PG&E plant on
the coast, 160 miles northwest of Los
Angeles. asked a federal court late Tuesday to stop spent fuel storage at the
plant, citing a technicality in recent reinstallation.
Mothers for Peace and the Sierra
Club tiled an emergency request with the
9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeal, seeking a temporary restraining order blocking storage of the radioactive waste in
the spent fuel pool.
Last week, the court ruled PG&E
could load fuel in the old racks only if
they were installed in the original design, according to the existing license.
The ruling also said safety hearings
must be held by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission before PG&E can use new,
high-density racks. The judges said the
NRC had violated its own rules in approving the expanded racks without
holding a hearing first.
The old racks were bolted into the
foundation of the spent fuel pool. PG&E

has reinstalled those racks, hut has
welded them to the pool liner. Opponents contend that welding increases the
possibility of a different type of accident. and therefore calls for a license
amendment.
The 40-foot -deep pool is outfitted
with a closet -organizer-type rack to store
spent fuel from the two Diablo reactors,
PG&E spokesman George Sarkisian explained yesterday.
Racks used to hold the fuel rods in
place have a seven-year capacity and the
utility decided to rearrange the configuration of the racks to increase capacity to
20 years, Sarkisian said.
"We asked the NRC for an amendment for our operating license and they
said it was OK." Sarkisian said.
The Sept. 11 court order, however,
forced the utility to go back to the original configuration.
"We put the old racks back but we
did a minor change in installation they
have been welded to the bottom of the
spent-fuel pool instead of bolting them
down," Sarkisian said. "These minor
technical changes are permitted in our license. The NRC doesn’t have any problem with it."

Special apology
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Newlyweds get letter from president
after copter drops in on wedding
SANTA BARBARA (API
may God bless you and keep you."
Newlyweds Brett and Debbie BrumDated Sept. 3, the letter is signed,
field received a letter of apology from "Sincerely. Ronald Reagan."
President Reagan after he dropped in
"During our honeymoon, we said
uninvited and unaware on their wed- to one another that we thought he
ding when his helicopter landed in Las might do something like that," BrumPositas Park.
field said Monday night. "Especially
since he’s local.’’
Brumfield and bride returned
The president and first lady
from their honeymoon cruise to Mexico last week and found the typewrit- Nancy Reagan landed in the park Aug.
30
on
their way to an annual private
ten letter mailed from Rancho del
Cielo, Reagan’s Western White House press party in Hope Ranch.
Brumfield, a 27 -year-old painting
in the Santa Ynez Mountains.
"It was here waiting for us when contractor, was a little annoyed at
first.
we got back," he said.
It reads:
"Hey, I know he’s the president.
but all this sure messed up my wed"Dear Mr. and Mrs. Brumfield:
"Nancy and I were so sorry to ding party," he said at the time.
But they laugh about it now and
learn that our helicopter trip and all the
arrangements that went with it inter- were pleased by the note from Reagan,
in
he said.
fered with a most special occasion
"It really was a nice thing Jr
your life, your wedding ceremony in
I.as Positas Park. We both want you to do." the bride remarked.
Brumfield said the letter will he
know how much we regret that and
how very much we wish you a happy, framed and maybe placed on a livin!,
blessed, and loving married life to- room wall.
"I guess we can find some pla
gether.
"May we add our heartfelt con- for it," he said.
His wife joked: "It’ll probably 12,
gratulations and good wishes to all
those you’ve already received, and in a drawer."

Five slain in Paris bombing
PARIS (AP)
Terrorists bombed the
French capital yesterday for the fifth time in
10 days, demolishing a clothing store and
killing five people, authorities said.
The bomb, thrown from a car, injured
58 others.
Three people were killed and more
than 100 injured in previous bombings.
which prompted the government to adopt
tough anti-terrorist measures. Two groups
seeking to free three imprisoned Middle
Easterners have issued conflicting claims of
responsibility for those attacks.
One woman passer-by was blown apart
by Wednesday’s blast in central Paris, and a
witness said another victim was lifted several yards into the air. "It is an incredible
sight, many women, children, blood everywhere," said a witness who refused to give
his name.
The bomb was tossed from a black
BMW carrying two mustachioed men, one
of whom rolled down the window and
tossed the bomb at the Tati clothing and textile store in the Montparnasse district, said
Laurent Davenas. an assistant state prosecutOr.
Windows were blown out at several
businesses. The sidewalk in front of the Tati
store was covered with glass, debris and
bleeding victims, many crying out for help.
Police cleared a plaia. the Place du 18 Juin,

and used it as a helicopter landing pad to
evacuate those with the gravest injuries.
A spokesman for the public hospital
authority said 19 of those injured in the
bombing were in serious condition.
"The most seriously wounded were
treated on the sidewalk in front of Tati,"
said one witness. "I saw people dying."
"It was horrible," said another witness. "A young woman, her legs cut, had
half of her face torn off. All you could see
was bleeding bodies."
Premier Jacques Chirac called an
emergency meeting of his top security ministers immediately after the attack.
The attack was the bloodiest since the
recent wave of bombings began Sept. 11
Earlier explosions hit a city hall post office,
a cafeteria in suburban La Defense, the Pub
Renault on the Champs-Elysees Avenue and
police headquarters in central Paris.
Groups calling themselves the Committee for Solidarity with Arab and Middle
East Political Prisoners and the Partisans of
Rights and Freedom have issued conflicting
claims of responsibility for the earlier
threatening new attacks unless
bombings
Georges Ibrahim Abdallah and two other
jailed Middle Easterners are freed.
In Beirut, an Arabic statement signed
by the Committee for Solidarity threatened
to launch attacks in the United States.

Endangered bird threatens dam construction
SANTA BARBARA (AP) A
small endangered bird, the Least
Bell’s Vireo. is threatening city plans
to raise a nearby dam that would provide more water for residents.
The finch-like gray bird, about
the sin of an adult human hand,
spends up to five months a year in the
area of the dam. The Least Bell’s
Vireo is on both state and federal enhaving
lists,
species
dangered
dwindled to about 300 pairs, all of
them in Southern California. About 60
migrate from Mexico to Gibraltar Reservoir, five miles north of here. each
spring to breed.
If raising Gibraltar Dam 40 feet
would jeopardize the vireo, the city
will have a hard time proceeding with
the project, said John Bridgwater,
U.S. Forest Service resource manager.
"It’s a snail darter," said Bridgwater, referring to the small fish that
for years stymied plans for a dam in
Tennessee.

City officials have been concerned for some time about the vireo.
but the seriousness of the situation
arose most strongly Tuesday at a
Water Conwnission and City Council
work Session, and the council voted
Tuesday to spend $374,000 on an environmental impact report tailored to
address the vireo.
Bridgwater said federal laws are
unyielding in their protection of endangered species, and the largest segment of the vireo population breeds in
an area that would be flooded as soon
as the dam is raised five feet, let alone
40.
To proceed with raising the dam.
the city will probably have to encourage the vireo to set up shop somewhere
else in the area soil wouldn’t be wiped
out by the rising waters, Bridgwater
said, and the success of the move
would have to be demonstrated to bi
ologists before the dam could he
raised.

EIP Associates, the firm doing
the research, was selected in part because it has experience with endangered species and the federal government’s handling of projects that might
threaten them, the staff said.
The first phase of the EIR should
be complete Oct. 31, officials said.
City officials are under orders
from the state to strengthen the dam by
1989 so it can survive a strong earthquake. They felt it would be an opportunity to increase reservoir capacity at
the same time
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’Irom Jackson (above), an
anthropology lecturer and
head of the dig, holds up an
obsidian spearhead (left) and a
piece of chert rock that had
been carved into a tool.
Students in Anthropology 195
(left) look on as Jackson gently
uncovers what he hopes is a
clue to how the Ohlones lived.
Jill Matsumoto (far left), a
senior in anthropology, uses a
screen to sift through dirt
removed from the site. After
the day’s find of artifacts is
bagged (below), it comes back
to SJSU for further analysis.

Text by Dan Kier
f ’holographs
by Ron Cockerille

Anthropology class delves hit Ohlone Indian’s past
More than 2,000 years ago there was an Ohlone Indian
fishing village atop the hill behind the boardwalk in Santa
Cruz. Anthropologists believe the inhabitants of this village
fished, hunted and traded with other peoples of the state.
The entire coastline was dotted with Indian tribes.
Now ever) Saturday since Sept. 6, Thomas Jackson,
part-time lecturer of anthropology, and his Anthropology
195 class try to piece together an intricate puzzle of human
prehistory It is a slow tedious process which could reveal
much about how these local Ohlones lived.
The class is digging at a sight along the hotel residential neighborhood behind the boardwalk. Situated
between the San Lorenzo River and the Pacific Ocean, the
location WaS an ideal fishing village. Previous digs have
revealed much information about the local Indians,
according to Jackson. The sight now contains a run-down
circa-1940 house, small fruit trees, coke cans, digging
tools, backpacks, maps. about 20 students and many bags
tilled with rocks and hones.
To the untrained eye, the rocks salvaged by the
students may have no importance. The information they aic
discovering from them, however, is teaching the students
not only about the Indians. hut also about the process of
archeology.
"We are training students in excavation so it is OK
the students to make mistakes," said Allen Leventhal,
director of the SJSU anthropology laboratory. As he pointed
across the rooftop horizon, he said. "We are lucky to get a
look at this sight before the Indian village is totally covered
with condominiums and hotels.’’
Jackson said they voll keep digging until the rains start
later in autumn. The parcel of land has been mapped out and
pairs of students dig in roped -off two by three meter plots.
little by little the soil is removed and sifted through large
screens. The entire plot is lowered by 10 centimeters before
they dig any deeper. Each find is placed in a paper hag,
labeled and then mapped.
Anthropology is a reconstructive science. I eventhal
said. Each artifact is examined for distinctive trade marks,
or for similarities with tools found in other digs in the area.
So far the students have found amiw heads. spear tips,
shells, animal hones, pieces of tools and signs of an ancient
fire pit. Bit by hit these anthropologists are learning more
about the 2.000-year-old lifestyle of the Ohlone Indians.
Shells excavated from the sight show anthropologists
that someone brought them up from the ocean. The ocean is
too far away for the tide to wash shells to the location.
Jackson said. This shows the anthropologist that the natives

once gathered and ate shellfish at this sight.
1.eventhal said they may also find other kinds of shells
He expects to find shells used in jewelry, which could show
the anthropologist more about the Indians’ social status and
wealth.
The students have also found pieces of obsidian rock,
which is not indigenous to the area. The type of obsidian
Unearthed at the sight is found in the eastern portion of the
Sierra Nevada mountain range. The local Ohlones probably
traded shells for the rock through the trade route which once
went through Pacheco Pass at Mount Madonna. Obsidian
was traded in many different forms such as arrowheads,
spearheads. knives and carving tools.

’’The heat -treated rocks are stronger than other rocks.
searching, digging and hoping.
Sonic of the crystallized rocks were not in the fin-nn of tools;
"An anthropologist assumes nothing about a sight,"
they were used for cooking:* said George Rodgers. a gradlxventhal said, while examining the bone awl. An
uate student and teacher’s aid for the class. Rodgers said the anthropologist’s job is more like making educated guesses
rocks were placed in afire, then lifted out with sticks and
and hacking them up with other data found in the same area,
placed into cooking baskets. The more film] they cooked.
he said.
the more rocks they used, he said.
Each find will be dated through various dating
When the students find hones, they call over their hone ’ techniques. Shells can he dated through the carbon 14
expert. Jeff Hall. a graduate student in anthropology. tie
process. According to Leventhal. carbon 14 found in shells
can identify the type of animal by examining and measuring breaks down at a very steady rate. Scientist know that it
the end of the hone. The joint areas of the bones reveal the
takes 5.36H years for half of the radioactive carbons to
size and type of animal. Hall said.
decay in a shell once it has died, he said. By measuring the
One of the more revealing finds last Saturday was the
amount of carbon present in a shell, they can estimate its
and the site’s age.
The artifacts found are sent to Washington State
University Chemical Engineering Department at a cost of
$160 for each dating. But there are other kinds of dating
processes which will be done on campus, according to
Jackson.
Obsidian pieces found in the site can be dated through
hydration measurements by a process called x-ray
tlourescent dating. Leventhal said. Obsidian is made up in
layers, and by measuring these layers, the year the rock was
formed can be estimated. Leventhal said. These
measurements will be done at the SJSU anthropology
laboratory.
Over t. he next few months the students will keep
digging and finding artifacts to fill in missing pieces of the
puzzle about Ohlone culture. Months after the dig is
finished, anthropologists will still he examining the relics
found. A wealth of information can he found in just one
rock. Jackson said. Looking at the amount of artifacts they
have found so far, it appears as if they definitely found a
village and they will he discovering artifacts for some time.

They have also found bones of deer. sea lion and fir
seal, the last which is now extinct in the area. These
artifacts lead to more discoveries about the Indians’ diet and
fishing capabilities. Leventhal said.
Many other non -indigenous rocks, such as rhyolite and
chem, have been found at the site. Chert is a subterranean
nick found in the Anti Nuevo area, Leventhal said. These
rocks were carved and smashed into workable tools. Rhyolite rocks were dropped, and the fractured rock used as a
ready-made knife. Many of the rock samples found had
been crystallized, a process that can he only achieved
through exposure to extreme heat. I.eventhal said.

discovery of a bone awl. An awl is a small pointed tool used
for pushing straw through small holes in basket weaving.
This discovery implies that baskets were made at the sight.
Since anthropologists know that only Ohlone women
made baskets, they believe the village site was a permanent
site because they had women with them. Temporary
villages were sometimes erected while the fishing was
good. As soon as the fishing season was over, the hunters
would return to their home villages and to the women.
Jackson said he hopes to find a dwelling or a fire ring.
Either one of these finds could tell anthropologists much
more about the tribe than they already know. They keep

They will keep digging until they reach the bottom of
the 2.000-year-old cultural deposit (the area layers of dirt
containing artifacts from previous cultures).
Leventhal said he really enjoys teaming about these Indians. "It is very hard for us to understand how man survived so many years ago," he said. The most important information Leventhal said he wants his students to gain from
this dig is how these Indians related to and lived off their
environment.
"Everything today is done with plastic cards and
computers," Leventhal said. "But if you had to put
together your own tool kit from the wild and go out hunting
for sea mama’s. you would begin to understand how feeble
we really are."
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Spartans’ Lisa Ice hottest player on the court
Senior leads nation’s No. 1 team
By Karin Small
Daily staff writer
Lisa Ice. If you’re not a follower
of the SJSU volleyball team, the name
will mean relatively little to you, for
Ice is as inconspicuous off the court as
any other senior majonng in human
performance.
Enter the Spartan gym on a game
night, however, and you will witness
nothing less than excellence in motion.
Lisa Lynn lee. The name rolls
smoothly off the tongue, almost as
smoothly as spikes roll off of Ice’s
hand during key points in a match. A
two-time All-American for SJSU, Ice
is now in the final year of a highly successful term as outside hitter for the
Spartans.
A 1982 graduate of Santa Teresa
High School, Ice is a Denver, Colo.
native who moved to San Jose when
she was 5 years old.
San Jose, and Santa Teresa in
particular, have benefited from the
presence of Ice and brothers Pat, 24.
and ’Any, 20.
Both boys lettered in basketball
and baseball while their sister played
varsity softball, basketball and volleyball for four years, a rare accomplishment these days.
"I really enjoyed softball and I
played in the PAL league when I was
10 and II," Ice said with a shy smile.
"Basketball was fun too, but in junior
high I just found volleyball to he more
interesting than the other sports."
Even though she didn’t play
much her freshman and sophomore
years. Ice learned the basics of volleyball from her coach, Barbara
Uchiyama.
In her junior year. Ice was encouraged to join the United States Volleyball Association, which sponsors
age group teams divided into AA, A.
B and C leagues.
Ice’s AA team, the Bay Club.
was coached by John Dunning. now
the volleyball coach at University of
the Pacific.
Ice had, in Dunning, one of the
best volleyball coaches in the country.
"John was the best coach at that
age group," Ice said. "I wanted to get
better at my game, and the Bay Club
was the only way. really. In the two
years I spent with the Bay Club, I got
the chance to travel and compete with
teams I
all over I got lots of expo-

sure, and lots of college coaches to the
junior nationals to scout players."
Ice said her time in the USVBA
was valuable.
"Volleyball got to he a thinking
game; Ice explained. "It wasn’t a
game where you just went out and
slammed the ball and your body
around. I gained knowledge of the
game on a college level, and so when I
was recruited, I kind of knew what I
was getting into, what would he expected of me."
Many teams wanted Ice to play
for them. including Stanford. Pacific
and Colorado.
SJSU also talked to Ice, hut at
that time she wasn’t even sure that volleyball was the sport she wanted to
play.
I visited UOP and I was still undecided about basketball." Ice said.
’I just didn’t get the right feeling
about Stockton. and I guess I really
lust wanted to stay around San Jose. ’ ’
Ice’s decision came down to the
fact that SJSU had a new volleyball
coach in Dick Montgomery and a
growing program that was in a transition stage.
"I felt it would be more to my advantage to he on a growing team rather
than on one that was already established." Ice said.
Ice also knew someone in the volleyball program.
"I happened to know that Dave
De Groot was an assistant coach at
SJSU. He’d been an assistant on the
Hay. Club, and so he was a familiar
face.’’ Ice said.
Ice has had no trouble spotting familiar faces at games throughout her
career. Her family was present at virtually every game in which the children played.
"We have a really close family.
which I’m thankful for. My parents
came to all our games in high school.
and they still do. We go on family outings to Monterey, and wherever else
we have time for. Ice said.
Ice said her career at SJSU got off
to a great stun .
"My first year was my most satisfying one. when Janet Herman and
Jodi Breding were playing." she said.
"The coaching wasn’t all that great.
but we all wanted to make the team the
hest we could."
Ice was a starter for the Spartans

Daily File Photc
Lisa Ice is determined to lead the Spartans to the NCAA championships
again in her sophomore year. Unfortunately lOr Ice, it is the latter part of the
1983 season that figures most prominently in her memory.
"It was towards the end of the
season. " Ice recalled. "We were
play mg Hawaii. and they were a powerhouse. The first game went really
well, even though we lost, hut we
were psyched when we went out for
the second game.
"They were going to run an ’x’
play, which meant I had three spots to
cover, depending on where they chose
to hit it. I ran liver to block. jumped
landed oft balance with my

Field hockey team looks for first win
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By Greg Stryker
Daily staff writer
Both SJSU and Chico State will
be hungry as ever to score goals.
The question is which team will
ease its hunger at the others expense
when the two field hockey teams meet
Saturday at Chico State.
The Spartans and Wildcats will
both be looking to improve their scoring and gain their first victory.
The two teams have scored just
three goals combined in four games.
The youthful Spartans. 0-1 in the
conference and 0-1-1 overall, have
scored just two goals in two overtime
games.
But SJSU showed better execution in its 1- I tie with Ohio State.
Spartan head coach Caroyln
Lewis said she has noticed improvement in the team’s play and monde.
"They probably played 7/1 minutes of very fine hockey (against Ohio
State)." Lewis said. "This team is a
real scrapper of a team. They’re starting to believe in themselves."
Chico State has been in a scoring
draught themselves.
The Wildcats have scored just
one goal in two games.
Chico, 0-0-1 in the conference
and 0-0-2 overall, managed a 1-1 tie
with California in Berkeley but
struggled to a scoreless tie with Ohio
State.
"To tie Berkeley on their turf is
difficult," Lewis said. "They have a
definite home field advantage up
there."
Lewis said the Wildcats always
give the Spartans trouble.
’Chico State has always been a
tough opponent for us. Last year we
opened the season against them with a
loss, and that kind of set the tone for

This team (SJSU) is a
real scrapper of a
team. They’re starting
to believe in
-themselves.’
Carolyn Lewis,
SJSI: field hockey coach

oing to keep the same game plan.
"We outshot Ohio State. It was
lust a game of inches.
La//arrini calls her goalkeeper
Karin Kolnes "one of her team’s best
assests.
Lewis said she knows all about
Kolnes.
"She has super fast reactions.
Lewis said. "She’s very unorthodox in
her style

"I’ve never seen a goalie with
the whole season.’
such good hands."
The Wildcats heat the Spartans.
Spartan forward Sheryl Sorg has
4-I,in Chico last season, hut SIR! re- scored both of the team’s goals so far.
turned the favor by shutting out Chico
Sorg, along with forwards Tina
State, 3-0. in San Jose.
Parrott, Sharon Cafini. and Gina DoChico State is a veteran unit with mino and midfielder Mace Savelkoul.
eight returning starters.
will be the best bets to challenge the
Wildcat head coach Mary Ann talented Chico State goalkeeper.
I ,a/rnrinni said she doesn’t worry a lot
Lewis said this is a key game.
about future opponents.
’It’s an important game. We’re
"We know what we can do. We going into Cal next week, and it yvould
don’t concern ourselves with the other help to have a win under our belt. .
teams," Lanarrini said. "We’re she said.

toot planted. My momentum caused
the knee to hyper-extend its internal
rotation.
’I tore the anterior eructate ligament and both mentsca cartilage in my
right knee, but we didn’t think it was
too had, and it didn’t swell really
badly until later. I even tried to play
again that night, hut when I went out
into the hall and couldn’t jump at all. I
knew that was it. ’ ’
In surgery the next day. Ice had
an arthroscopy to assess the damage.
She had a total knee reconstruction
performed and was put in a brace from
knee to hip for three months, after

which time she was allowed into a
brace that was smaller and lighter, allowing her to walk. Ice played in the
brace for the next two years.
In the 14 months that followed,
Ice basically had to learn how to use
her leg again.
After three months and the removal of the first cast, Lisa went back
to muscle workouts but could not fully
extend her leg. She had electrical muscle stimulation treatments, and after
eight months in the cast she had staples
and scar tissue removed from the knee.
For Ice, this injury was a disheartening experience, to say the least
"It was very frustrating, but I always thought I’d be back. I wouldn’t
let myself say I wouldn’t play again,
especially since the doctors said the
surgery had gone very well and the
chances were good that I’d play
again," Ice said softly.
Ice redshined during the 1984
season. Her teammates. including Felicia Schutter, Linda Foumet, Terri De
Busk and Gina Watson, were busy
leading the Spartans to a final four appearance.
"I got to travel with the team,
which was great, and I was always
doing a little hitting, a little serving,
but not at full capacity by any means."
Ice said. "My teammates were really
supportive. Players I hadn’t known too
well came into the training room and
told me to hang in there, to keep
going. It was hard to sit out, but very
simple to get back into it again."
In spring of 1985 Ice came hack.
hut she had a hard time getting used to
the brace on her leg.
"It just didn’t feel like my leg at
all," she said.
Ice had mixed feelings about the
Spartans’ 1985 season.
"There were lots of expectations,
from myself and from others. I felt we
didn’t play as well as we could have in
some key tournaments." Ice said.
Even with the pressure, Ice excelled in 1985, ending up first on the
team in both kills and digs.
The Spartans finished sixth in the
nation, but lost in the second round of
the regionals to Cal Poly San I.uis
Obispo.
"We might have been seared,
maybe." Ice explained. "It just didn’t
feel right. At UOP we were really
quiet, got frustrated easily during the
game, and were wiped out. I just don’t
know."
The 1986 team has both talent
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"Of course making the final four
is my main wish for this year, but if we
play the best volleyball we can and
don’t make it, that’ll still be OK, because we’ll know that we gave it all we
had," Ice said.
While volleyball is a very important facet of her life at this time. Ice is
not sure if she’ll attempt to make the
1988 Olympic team.
"How my body holds up will be
the deciding factor. My education is
very important to me, and if it allows
me to compete. then great, but my
health in future years is important to
me also. Ice said yy ith a wry smile.

Walsh confident Montana will return next year
Walsh is already making plans to acquire a top
young quarterback, either in a trade or through next
year’s draft, to groom for Montana’s job. But the coach
is not ready to concede that Montana’s career is over.
"There is a time frame (for Montana’s recovery)
that might include Joe this year, hut that’s very, very unlikely." Walsh said. "Rut there’s every reason to feel
he’ll play next year.’’

REDWOOD CITY (AP)
Joe Montana will be
hack on the field next year. as good as ever. San Francisco 49ers coach Bill Walsh predicts.
Montana was recuperating Tuesday from delicate
surgery performed Monday to repair a ruptured disk in
his hack. Doctors had said that the condition would keep
possibly end his
him out the rest of this sits ii :mkt
career.
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and comaraderie working side by side.
and Ice said this is a real advantage.
"This team’s really together,’
Ice said. "In my first two years there
were a lot of cliques, hut this team is
different. It’s not just a hunch of individuals: we’re all oriented towards the
sitITIC
goals. We socialin, which
means we all get along, and we’re
loose when the time is right and dead
serious when we have to be."
"Everyone is fun to be around,
because we all have good senses of
humor. There are no stuck -ups on this
team,’’ Ice said emphaticallx "We’re
all on the same wavelength
Ice said if any year will he the
year to go all the way. this one is it,
due greatly in pail to the coaching of
Dick Montgomery.
"He’s so strongly dedicated to
perfection." she said. "He’ll do ii.,
about anything in order to imprf, ,
He’s very open to new ideas. He’s del mild’, not a dictator.
’Ile lets us make our own decisions, and he’s not one to order us to
do things. If he made us come to practice, it wouldn’t be as productive. This
way the attitude is right. People are
here because they want to he, not be.
cause they have to he. ’
Ice said Montgomery is constantly urging the players to live up to
their promise.
"Coach Montgomery has been
very instrumental in our sikAsess as a
team .’ ’ she said. "He never underevt,
mates our potential, and is alvv,,.
pushing us to he better.
"This will he the year. All our
players have competed against topnotch teams. We’re stronger mentally
and physically, and our team depth is
better than it has been.’’
Ice has set her sights on the national championship.

.,(MINESS
OMMUNICATION STUDIES
OMPUT ER INFORMA 1/ON SYSTEMS
LNGLISH
ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION
MATHEMATICS
MUSIC
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
’PSYCHOLOGY
REAL ESTATE
SOCIAL SCIENCE
SUPER VISION

‘111
NIL

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they’re i)oth repreby the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you re part of a health care
system in which educational anti
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you’re
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free I -8W-USA-ARMY.

-4)
i
-t

Mr-f

11

....

sented

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

Show

EVERGREEN VALLEY COLLEGE
, ,45 Verba Buena Rd
san Jose. California 951.35

SJSU I.D card for quick registration

Register Sat.
Sept. 20 9 am- 1 pm
Only $5 per unit
For information call: ( 408) 274-7900
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Fraternities, sororities
reserve stadium seating

Here’s looking at you
sit 04

"

By Janet’ Hall
Daily staff writer
Campus fraternities and sororities
will no longer have to send their
pledges to save seats at Spartan Stadium for football games now that they
have reserved seating.

;

Seven fraternities and two sororities have reserved about 600 seats together in the stadium for their use during this year’s football season.
Rich Chew, associate athletic director said fraternities brought up the
idea for reserved seating.
"Kevin Rice approached me with
the idea," Chew said. "He wanted to
find out if it was possible."
Interfraternity Council
Rice,
president, said fraternities wanted
block seating because they wanted to
get abetter seating section.
"We eventually want to get all

,ainpus groups involved in student
seating," he said.
Chew said residence halls and
fraternities were the two initial focus
points.
"Because it was summer. we
didn’t get too much response from the
residence halls," he said. "But the
fraternities were really organized."
The fraternities and sororities that
have reserve seats include: Sigma Nu.
Sigma Chi, Delta Sigma Phi, Sigma
Alpha Mu, Sigma Alpha Epsilon,
Kappa Sigma, Delta Gamma, Alpha
Phi and Pi Kappa Alpha.
The groups were able to reserve
the seats by having at least 25 members purchase specially -priced season
tickets. The regular student seasonticket price for unreserved seats is $10.
These groups paid $15 for their reserved season tickets

’Ticket sales were slow at first
until rush started," Rice said. "But so
far, it’s been really successful."
To identify these reserved seats,
each fraternity and sorority painted the
benches in their area.
"It’s a nice little section," Chew
said. "It’s very artistic, as well as humorous. The section is a definite asset
to the stadium.
The first game went well considering the new concept, Chew added.
People were concerned with why some
groups got special seating. but overall
it worked out very well, he said.
"Everyone was very happy with
how it went," he said. "Now other
groups are asking how they can get in
on it.
Chew said they hope to expand
this reserved seating to 1,200 seats by
next year. lie said that the interest in
the seating has been good.

Meal-time alternatives offered
to hungry off-campus students

Julie A Bennett
.y nor Pcnek-Holden. a graduate student in
nutrition science, concentrates on the task at

Daily staff photographer

hand. Penek-Holden is trying to identify. an
unknown acid through a pH test.

Long waiting list for SJSU housing
By Lisa Elmore
Daily staff writer
There are about 120 people who
want on -campus housing and haven’t
been able to find it. according to Willie Brown, director of university housing.
Brown said the number of people
on the waiting list usually decreases
after the first week of school because
many residents don’t show.
However, there have been very
few no-shows this year, he said.
The $50 deposit, which was required for the first time last year. niay
have been instrumental in reducing the
number of spaces filled by returning
students, reducing the number of noshows. Brown said. In previous years
1,2(11) to 1.300 spaces were filled by
returning students.
This year, 900 of the 2,014
spaces were filled by returning students, he said. These students paid a
$50 deposit in April so their rooms
would beheld.
He said this system may change
in the future to make it easier for new
students to get housing.
People are also satisfied with
their roommates, said Mark Cooper.
residence director of West Hall.
Only three of the 540 residents in
West Hall have switched rooms. Cooper said. "This is really low compared
to previous years.’
He said there has previously been
an average of IS room changes per
year at West Hall.
Brown said that housing is assigned on a first -come, first -served
basis. Returning students get first
choice "as long as they do their paperwork." and the spaces that are left go
to new students.
On-campus housing Consists of
1,790 residence hall spaces and 224
apartments in Spartan Village. Spartan
City, a 1110 apartment complex. is
available to married students only.
Brown said groups of four are
given preference in assigning apartments in Spartan Village. but aside
from this. the apartments are also assigned on .1 first -come, first -served
hasp,

Mary Garcia. assignments coordinator at university housing, said having fewer returning students living on
campus makes it easier fir freshmen to
get housing.
"Living on campus is important
in helping freshmen make the transition from high school to college,
she said.
Brown agreed.
"New students often have a
greater need to live on -campus than returning students because they are less

’Living on campus is
important in helping
freshmen make the
transition from high
school to college.’
Mary

Garcia.

SJSU housing coordinator

familiar with the campus and surrounding community," he said. "On
the other hand, returning students are
an important part of the campus community. and we don’t want to kick
them out if they want to stay."
The housing office also gives no
preference to students based on how
far they live from campus. he said.
Brown said it makes no difference if students are from San Jose or
the East Coast. they will receive the
same treatment. He said that future
policy may he amended to give stu-

dents who live far away a better
chance of obtaining on -campus housing.
Students who live in double
rooms in the residence halls pay a
yearly housing cost which vanes
according to how many meals the students purchase each week. The cost is
$3,506 for the 19-meal plan. $3,140
for the 15 -meal plan and $3.(X)6 for
the 10-meal plan, he said.
This is lower than what students
pay at Santa Clara University for on campus housing. said Tiffany Cook,
student assistant at the SCU housing
and residence life office.
At SJSU, there are 60 single -occupancy rooms available in West Hall
only, Brown said. Students who live in
these pay a yearly rate of $3,644 if
they choose the 19-meal plan. $3.278
if they choose the 15 -meal plan and
$3,144 if they choose the 10-meal
plan.
Each student who lives in Spartan
Village and doesn’t purchase a meal
plan pays $196 per month if the apartment is furnished and $161 per month
if the apartment if unfurnished. Brown
said.
SCU students living in on-campus apartments who do not purchase
meal plans pay $295 per month for a
furnished, four-person apartment, and
$334 per month for a three -person
apartment. Cook said.
Families living in Spartan City
pay $165 per month if they moved in
before July I and $200 per month if
they moved in after that date, Brown
said. The increased rent reflects renovations that were made on the S200-amonth apartments.
Cook said there is no married -student housing available at SCU.
45

Hillel invites you
SHABAT DINNER
SERVICE
FOLK DANCING
Date: Friday, September /9
Time: 7 P.M.
Place: Hillel (Campus Ministry(

Futons
Futon Covers
Frames
Folding Beds
Platform Beds
Pillows .
1

If your last name begins with A -M
Please bring a dairy salad or side dish
If your last name begins with N-Z
Please bring a dairy dessert

,

If you live in a dorm and can’t cook,
renumber there’s always bread or ice-cream

amenities
Reed

Sari Jose

5333 Prospect
408-996-2932
Mtn View 1943 W El Camino RoJ1
408 969-1991
Open Seven Days

Please make reservations by calling 294-8311
lss

By Brian Fed row
Daily staff writer
Non -dorm residents who spend a
majority of the day on campus have an
option to boring hag lunches and expensive restaurant fare.
Spartan Shops offers an all -campus meal plan to non -dorm residents
that can he purchased any time during
the semester. The system is similar to
the dormitory residents’ plan, with
10-. IS- and 19-meal -a-week options.
Food Service Director Lorraine
David said the all -campus meal plan
was started two years ago but has met
with lukewarm response until this semester. She said getting the word out
early is responsible for its new popularity.
’Before, many people would
conic to us late in the semester and say
didn’t know about this,’ so we
needed to reach more people," David
said.
This semester, a notice about the
all -campus meal plan was included in
registration packets mailed to all incoming and returning students before
classes started, she said.
Although, unsure. of the exact
number.’ Daxidittftintated that about
100 students are ilsing one of the three
optional meal plans for the fall semester. The 10-meal plan costs $.634 for
the entire semester and is good for a
total of 10 meals at any of the food
service areas on campus run by Spartan Shops: the dining commons. Student Union Cafeteria, Salad Station,
Breakfast Nook, One Sweet Street,
Spartan Bakery, the Roost. Food from
the Pub. Espresso Encounter and the
Connection.

BICYCLES
SALES SERVICE
#1
Service Center
0. Discount
with ASB card

The other plans costs $701 and
$884, respectively for the semester.
The all -campus meal plan is prorated, students purchasing plans later
in the year get a discount from the full
cost. David said if the plan is purchased at the beginning of a semester,
the payments can he made in two installments.
Meals in the dining commons is
all -you -can -eat but the other locations
have a price limit of $1.70 for breakfast, $2.70 for lunch and $3.30 for
dinner.
The 10-meal, non-dorm resident
plan is the most popular this year,
David said, adding that an advantage
of carrying a meal card is students do
not have to carry cash while on campus.
Alon Hochsdorf, an advertising
senior and daily commuter, said the
idea is good, but the plan is just too expensive.
"I live by myself and I spend
$200 a month for the best food I can
buy. The food offered here should be
cheaper than that," he said.
Hochsdorf said he’d like to see a
chance to spread out the number of
meals over the semester to lessen the
financial burden, and an all -you -caneat option in the Union cafeteria as

oirt

Lorraine Da v id
food service director
well.
David said the plan has limitations. "It all depends on how much
(non -dorm resident students) are on
campus as to how much use they will
get out of the meal card.".
Andrea Bird, an English major
working toward a teaching credential,
said the plan wouldn’t work for her
and students like her.
"I’m really not on campus
enough to take advantage of it. I’m
just here two days a week," Bird said.
David said the University of California at Berkeley, a non-commuter
campus, has more than 1,000 non dorm resident students on a similar
meal plan. David said she thinks the
plan can be more successful at SJSU.
"We will continue it, and I’d like
to be able to expand it," David said.

fall
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FRANCHISE

Opportunities

SENIORS... us you think about your future,
consider the Galardi Group/
[’he Galardi Group is the parent company of Wienerschnitiel. The Original
Hamburger Stand and Weldon’s Founded in 1961. our single operation has
grown to over 350 franchises across the nation and our expansion continues
We are looking for graduating seniors with a Bachelor’s degree in Business or
related field, with a strong interest in restaurant management Your 3,5 years
retail or restaurant experience, his energy level, proven leadership ability and
entrepreneunal spirit, are the qualities we seek in each limited franchisee
We toll be on campus SEPTEMBER IS. for the Career
Exploration Days Program. held in the Student Union
Ballroom. between 10:00am - 9:00pm.
For further information on our campus visitation, contact Career Planning and
ernent Bldg Q WI’ 141.4, forward to wratta you

HAMBURGER
STAND

MR. HILL’S CYCLES
15724 Los Gatos Blvd

Los Gatos. CA
(408) 356-4644

’The advantage of
carrying a meal card is
that students do not
have to carry cash
while on campus.’

dii t’Llttal ijijiiiilUiutt.’ emplowt

TODAY
Thursday, September 18, 1986
Discover Which Careers Suit You Best
Explore Career Opportunities
Available in Today’s Job Market
Come to

CAREER EXPLORATION DAYS
3:00 PM
10:00 AM
STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
Meet informally with over
125 Employers Representing:
Business
Industry
Government
Education
Health &
Community Services

CearEnPUO

Spartan Daily/Thursday. September 18. 1986
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Career Exploration Days continues from 10 a.m. to 3
pm. today in the Student Union Ballroom, Call Cheryl Allinen at 277-2272 for more information.
The Student Health Service is sponsoring a sickle-cell
anemia information booth today through Friday on the second floor of the Student Union. Call Oscar Battle at 2773622 for more information.
Delta Sigma Pi, a professional co-ed business fraternity, is recruiting new members from 9:3(1 a.m. to 1:30
p.m. today at its table on the first floor of the business classrooms. Call Pam Moore at 264-0131 for more information.

Manuel Ruiz

I0

MEChA and the Asian Club will co-host a third-world
student meeting in the Associated Students Council Chambers at 6 p.m. today. Call Carmen or Martha at 298-2531
for more information.

The Bulwer-Lytton Undergraduate Society and the
English Graduate Group will hold a "Romp and Remem-
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MOLECW15 R/60ff 11RWON
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,
The Real World
tat
Ocie

The meterology department will sponsor a seminar,
"The Ozone Hole and Polar Stratospheric Clouds: A Critical Assessment" from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m. today in Duncan
Hall, Room 615.

The SJSU Symphony Orchestra will hold auditions for
all instruments today. Call Prof. Robert Sayre at 277-2917
to make an appointment or for more information.

Berke Breathed

Bloom County

Peter Stein

Dry Toast

Spartaguide

"Jeez, Morton - why don’t you get your
heir cut?!"

ii

berance Cheap BBQ Party" at noon tomorrow at the Seventh Street barbecue pits. Call Allison Heisch at 277-2856
or the English Department at 277-2817 for more information.

Wanda Folk

School Daze
Classified

ANNOUNCEMENTS
ADULT IX X X) CLASSIFIED MAGAZINE
FREE, Call 255-0724 (recording)
10 91 your copy. 24 hrs FREE
GOOD NEWS, STUDENTS Thls nato
ral health product will enable you
to increase body energy level and
mental alertness It can help you
lo etudy or exercise more effect’,
vely Absolutely no drugs. 100%
setlefection or full refund Call
John at (408)446-9778
RESEARCH PAPERS 15.278 AVAIL.
ABLE. Catalog $2110 Research,
11322 Idaho.

206XT. Los Angel. 90025. Toll-free hot line
400-351-0222. eel 33 VISA MC or
COD.

sio-sno

WEEKLY Up, mailing circu
tars! No quota. boiNes. Sincerely
Interested

rush

self-address.

eneelope,

Network-CDW.
POLB1072, Cryatal Lake./ 60014

AUTOMOTIVE
BUGS FOR SALE" San Jo... best
BUGS All guarantsed"r 100%. II
nancing, OAC Call VW Restore
lion at 297-8200 $200 dicount on
vehicle purchase w univ I 0
’63 BUICK SKYHAWK 40, ac. crui..
et. pb, pa am In,, etc $4950 00.
call 279-0572
’79 HONDA 400A MOTORCYCLE. auto
trans, extras. low relies Good
shape,
bo New helmet -175
Call 729-7606 eves wknds
75 PLYMOUTH VALIANT 4 dl aulo
pwv cle. grt student car run
gd EacI maint $850 be 792
6229
’72 CHRYSLER NEWPORT Gd condi.
tIon, new trans excInt tires 8
brelies Best offer. 2682615
’70 OPEL GT LEMON. $100000 Call
Robert at 280-0189. drive away

JOBS. JOBS’ JOBS’ Ideal for etirdents Join our marketing staff
Take new and reneivel magazine
orders by phone Mon thru Wed
Ir Sat 8 Sun Outstanding awning
potential Call 370-9090
KITCHEN

HELPER
8 WAITRESS
needed evenings Japanese town
restaurant Call 287-5944

new. 2 bib I’m campus. lots of
parking. cable TV. 14502m0 inabout rent special, /71
0094.284-4323
quire

PERSONAL
BACKACHE??

Free examination
care as part of reeeerCh project
If you have had low beck pain for
more than 6 months & are 20-55

LIFEGUARD

NEEDED, SJSU Swim
Club. M.I have current cert Hr.
M -F, 4-5pm. Call Mary et 779-4335.

LOOKING

FOR

yrs. old. plea.. call Palmer College of Chlroprotic-Weat .1 (404)

tary..1-11 810.1 estate 262-5409

LUNCH

SHIFT WAITRESS needed
MINATO Japanese cusine Call
Mac at 996-9711

FEMALE

COMPANION WANTED to
Ilve with sincere handicapped
man Please call Brien at 291)2308

McDONALD NOW HIRING, Premium
pay. hours flexible around chool
schedule

Two -five days, 10-35
Interviews All-F 3-4pm
Contact Mike or Lucy at 365-3095.
15475 Lo Gatos Blvd

515 046

NEED LOVING. EXPERIENCED par
son to care tel 4 mo old baby
Part-tlme
fletible hours great
pay Cell 794-0942

HELLO SALLY, Here’s to another fantastic sentester together Geed
luck with your shako and move
back home
Sal

reading skills area plus Some
evening and weekend poettions
are avellable and some flexibility
Is allowed during final exams in
addltion. It you qualify, corporate
KholarshIps are awarded, inter,
nehlps are posIble, and you may
earn 2.3,4 credits per quarter or

NATIONAL GAY -131 contact club 16
men and worn. Confidental, low
rides Sand SASE to NOCC. P0
Box 213781.8. San Jose, Ca
95159
NEED 100 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE to
try new herbal weight control program No drugs, no aortae
100% guaranteed Call (408) 2457503
Pi

KAPPA

ALPHA UNGAW, Wo
Jane you Taxan See you in the
(Lingle ALPHA PHI

ITS A GOOD TWIG WeRE
75415 TWINE MEWS
SOFRO 1079044 TIEIR 411I3’CHt S
YOU’D 71111.6 ’10. 11 ROVER WARD
of

Kum TO peoracr
or raagoom

and brochure sea A S Office or
call (406) 371-6/11

TYPING
AARDVARKS DON’T TYPE but I do,
There. dieeerUalone. reports
Eight page minimum. eix month.
tree cils* storage On-line word
procreating. ask for Joy. et 264-

Isaac

1029

end
0

ABSOLUTELY,
ACCURATE.
ACCOUNTABLE tor telephoners Mel
loots
typing
that’s tope-hy
Tony-29E2017 91 50 per page
double epeced All work guaranteed
Trust Tony 296.2067
Thanks
ACADEMIC

AND

4,eare?
.tiianEk Moab

PROFESSIONAL

word proosesag P J soloed procooing offers gustily guerenteed
wore st competitive r eters Expert.
eared in thesis, arm papers

p. Call P J

923-2309

formals a group profect weri.
come Sall check every Ono, free

rior IL exterior o k condition
1650 bo Call 288-0972

interview, or call Monday through
Friday between 10 AM -2 PM (408)

e nd Physics Avallsble at Spartan

software lire 16-F.
30-5 30 R.
serve time now for your upcoming thee., dissertation or menu.

COMPUTERS
COMPUTER EASE Computer time or
privets instruction on the IBM PC
In Wordstar wordperfect writing
insistent or professional editor
South San Jose home Afternoon
227.1990
DISK TO DISK CONVERSIONS
IBM 11S-DOS CP M ALTOS
formats
Word

Pro-

cessore-Mlig
Tapes
Prompt Service PU & Delivery.
Creative
Data
501,r Ices

clean up lobs Must have own
trwsporlation preferably a pickup with a good driving record
Call Jill at 379-27)6
ROCK STARS Legacy I., good original rock n roll band looking for.

Portables-OSBORN-IRS-60
Over 500 Disk
$1400
cilsk

PART-TIME FLEXIBLE hours Pay is
55 50 per hr Light meIntenan

(408)666.6080

IBM VT COMPATIBLE, 2513k. 2 drives.
monitor, keyboard. MG P. 1695
6406, TOMB hard disk. drive.
monitor.

keyboard. $1095 Dot
matrIe printer. $240 Latter quality, $285 One block from camp.

singer Creative and talented is a
must No previous amp or equip
needed
Call
Sta. at
2255745 Rick -285-6743. Iv message
STUDENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE In

PC-COM. 295-1606

FOR SALE
PEER DISPENSER2 taps. stores 2
full-slyed kegs Includes all accessorise Call FIJB eve 2563166
FUTONS." Chatty cotton products
Create your own living & sleeping
Owe with our futons, pillows
and frames Custom Futons it alit/we Pius, 302 El Pseo Shopping
Center (el Serstoga & Campbell
An..), San Jose. 378.5648 10%
discount on Futons with Mr. ad
I SELL ONLY ONE model and site
(23") 0161k.. but you can own a
new 12 -speed for less than $85
MAC Bkycle Soles offer lowcost transportation needs for the
Student 30 day guarantee All
ea** final Call Days 942 7736
Eves 293-4780 Ask for Joe
JAMES TAYLOR tickets al
Shoreline. Oct 1415. $1650 each
Call Dent. at 297-7393

t HREE
I

I, choose from, Wall also accept
oily used course. for credit toword lite annual fee UNLIMITED
borrowing TIN Seminsr Librery
(600)024-22221 132

HELP WANTED
trTTENTION MARKETING MAJORS
Experience real Ills mktg sale
bons, marketing shategio, plane
telemarketing PART TIME, f1e.
fus, partible coop credit IRS
MARKETING, 244-5345
FRESHMAN SOPHMORE - Type 40
WPM Willow Glen PreKription
M -W -F
Phennecy All Wk
TTh 3-7100 8 Sat 9 30arn.
3.1 03 85 hr to short Will train
Call for eppoiMment 266-6261
HOUSEKEEPER (PT) Hate female etre
dent clean homes Trensp fur
boas, 27E3398
Mead $51.

STACY WHERE WERE YOU on MONDAY,,, Signed. the guy you
stood up
TO MY LIL BRO TODD,’ With roes in
hand enter Kappa Delta land
With you re sweetheart you’ll see
a clue for thee
TRAVEL ACROSS THE WORLD with
Sigma Alpha Mu at the Touriel
Party Fri Sept lilth at 99m. 567
S 6th St For more Into caP 279-

plication & complete positron announcement evellable In Student

Catholic 4 00 and 8 00 pm Please
call Campus Ministry et 298.0204

Union Activities Ir Services Office Old Cafeteria Deadline to

for worship.counselIng,prograrns
and study opportunrnee Rev

apply is Frlday. Sept 19 by 5 PM

Natalie Shires.Fr Bob leger,S1
Joan Pane., Rev Nab Firn-

TAP TEACHER needed to teach chilat Blossom Valley
dren $ Cl
studio Ado level only, 281-7172
TEACHERS 8 AIDES for preschool
G 0.1 area 6 ECE units preferred
1408)723-1131

SERVICES
BARE IT ALL!! Stop shaving. waxing,
tweeting. Let me permanently remove your unwanted heir (chin

This

.00

rapt et 1 2 price Unwented heir
disappears with my care Gwen C
Chelgren, RE COI 559-3500 for

position requires
good
voice and a Wong desire to make
money Call Mrs Green at 377-

TELEPHONE SALES-S6-$10 hr eves
wknd Lawn oration and HAIliation
Great customer lists
Green Thumb Lawn Service 249.0556
SALES-part time Sell
subecriptions to the Mercury News Guaranteed 14 50 hr plus
commission Shifts 9AM-IPM or

smell! Student discounts Near
SJSU Teachers welcomer Office
Alternators, 294 2974

WORK FRIDAY MORNINGS making
calls irom your home to local
Winks to get Iniereel rates (Floe)

HOUSING
AFFORDABLE HOUSING’, STUDENT
DISCOUNT Fully furniehed, socure end noff rooms. FREE LORI ties and housekeeping service
Reasonable ass-shared or single available Walking distance to
San Jose Slate Office
ST. 998-0234

72 N 5th

Prof Steno Typing Seerla. (408)

asa-sses

EDITINGWORD

PROCESSING. 2.9448 Ernphssis on conecl punctuation. sentence etrUCtUne and
formeding (Turablen. SPA, etc)
Former English msIor, highly de-

Long mantacrIple welcome WIN DNS up, Maher Also
available critical reeding, asela
lance In margin.’ Den O’Reer.
970-0277

pendable Willow Glen Ar. eeey

rapt . 1645 S ’Moon, Ave EC
HAIR TODAY GONE TOMORROW

Morton
to locate
Calf Mrs
(Marsha) from 8A10-11PM at 2136

job win process ExperiencKI In
Mee.. manuscripts. opera, resume.,
prat...Ion.
back-up

9441

work Reasonable refts Loceted
convenierrtly Call Barba at 9264370

WORD PROCESSING
pawn, rearearch papers

**Cal"’ iPI"’"’Ire

Tenn
thee. & dissertations (Campbell
Turablan. APA 3,0 ad), wreen,
plays. resumes cover 1 follow-up
letters, manuscripts (books rat
clea short Oldie.). trsnwription
Free SPEL-CMES. minor edit (I/

W267-11234"’"
W

TERESA
BLOSSOM
14ILL SANTA
AREA Fest. accurst. typing and
word proposing *veleta woo
days week Limited p1011 -op

ROOMMATE WNTD FEMALE 10 .6.,.
quiet 4br house in Campbell Or
Pruneard w 2 female. II teacher
shr urn 377 1854

0275

student to
share large dupl. nr Blossom
11111 0325
1 2 Lille Call Tom st

ROOMMATE

WNTO

I

972-8744 eller 9pm
SJSU. 2 bdrm. 26.. carport. security
780 S 11th St From ROOlImO
clean 90101 11010$ 279.5078
TIRED OF COMMUTING, 1 br apt like

pendable sera* at AFFORD*.
BLE RATES.. Free MO atone
Pew. 247-2681 (Santa Clara) See
SJSU
Directory Cl Classes
for ordditione coupon savings

CALL LINDA FOR PROFESSIONAL
Reports.
word
procoraing
Moos dissertations. group pro-

02 pc

&
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Political group’s leader to file
complaint against poli sci club
PRIVACY , from page!
consent of the student be received before releasing personal identifiable
data about the student .
After receiving the mailing list
from the honor society, the Political
Union obtained official department envelopes to mail its first news and recruitment letter. Boyd said.
"It is unfair that the Political
Union gets direct mailing addresses for
students and use of official department
envelopes while other groups are denied this privilege," Godwin said.
It is against department policy to
give the list to any group beside the
honor society, said Larry Gerston,
chairman of the Political Science Department.
The department was unaware that
the honor society gave the list and department envelopes to the Political
Union, Gerston said.
"If the list did get out this one
time, it’s not going to happen again,"
he said.
Gerston said that because the Political Union is new, it is not acquainted with department rules and
regulations.
When student mailing lists are
given to a department, they are supposed to be used only for official uses,
said Benjamin McKendall, associate
dean of student services.
McKendall interprets policy and
procedures concerning the privacy act

for the university.
"We know there are sneaky ways
that students are getting a hold of these
lists," he said.
According to McKendall, even if
a student’s mother called in an emergency, the records department cannot
give out student addresses. The department would refer her to the University
Police Department.
Linda Chromik, political science
secretary, said the department has
about 330 majors. Boyd said the list
went out to all the department’s majors.
Godwin said she has tried since
August to obtain an address listing of
140 students who signed up for the
club at a fund raiser earlier this year.
The political science department
could send out club information if it is
approved by the records department,
according to McKendall. He also said
the Political Union should not have
used official envelopes to mail its
newsletter.
The Political Union was recognized as an SJSU student organization
in June. Pi Sigma Alpha, part of the
naional honor society, formed the club
to give the society a voice for its political opinions, Boyd said.
The Political Union has conservative, liberal, and neutral factions, each
with a separate president. The chairman and vice chairman have to be
members of the honor society, Boyd

said. The Political Union currently has
about 30 conservative, 20 neutral and
six liberal members.
The group plans on sending out
newsletters each month discussing
"mainstream" political issues, Boyd
said.
The first two issues of the newsletter were funded by the honor society
and the society’s direct student mailing
list was used to mail the letter. Boyd
said. The Poltical Union will request,
and expects to get, Associated Student
funds later this year, according to
Boyd.
Godwin said she formed Outspoken to publish a monthly political
news magazine on campus and eventually throughout the city.
"The magazine will cover 15
major political areas and it will go into
areas of political distortion," Godwin
said.
Godwin said she cannot get funding through members or even organize
a fund raiser because Outspoken cannot get the addresses of students who
signed up for the club.
The first issue has been compiled
and Godwin needs funds to publish it.
Godwin said she has 25 groups willing
to purchase advertisements and the
magazine will be self-sufficient once
the advertisers see the first issue.
Outspoken was denied funding
for its newsletter by the A.S. board of
directors in the spring.

ArtslEnterta,

Rec Center start-up 2 weeks away
CONSTRUCTION, front page!

John Duus

Daily stall photographer

Reece Bishop. left, and Bob Spaletta construct a ramp will connect the sidewalk north of the tower
wheelchair ramp outside the business tower. The with the patio surrounding the first floor.

Ramp to aid student access
RAMP, from page!
walk north of the business tower with
the patio surrounding the first floor.
The contractors have 120 days to
complete the job, but Pluta said she
thinks they will beat the deadline.
"I expect they’ll be done well
ahead of schedule." she said. "My
gut feeling is that they’ll probably be
done by the end of October."
The disabled students organization regularly identifies the barriers to
disabled students on campus and
makes annual requests to Facilities Development and Operations, said Peggy
Asuncion. facilities planning manager.
Schutter said the organization
began its efforts to have a ramp built
for the business tower in 1983, but he
blamed the delay on the economic climate, rather than on the university.
"Actually, the university has
been very much supportive," he said.
"They simply had to wait until the
legislature allocated the money."
Schutter also said he thinks SJSU

is among the top schools in the California State University system when it
comes to improving access for disabled students.
Both Pluta and Asuncion agreed
with Schuller that SJSU has a good record on eliminating barriers for disabled students.
"We’re sensitive to handicapped
students’ requests," Asuncion said.
The school has wheelchair ramps leading into Dwight Bente! Hall. the Student Union, tower hall and the science
building, as well as a number of
smaller ramps.
Wahlquist Library South is currently equipped with a temporary
Wooden ramp. Asuncion said she
wasn’t sure when a permanent ramp
would be built.
Most other buildings on campus
are entered at ground level and don’t
require ramps, she said.
The last major project to improve
disabled mobility on campus was an
elevator built during the summer in the

Senate approves Rehnquist
by historically slim margin
WINQUIST, .from page I
In a statement released immediately
after the vote. Hatch said Rehnquist
"can get this country back on track
with equal rights under law and to a
color-blind society rather than using
the Constitution to justify preference
of one class over another."
Eleanor Smeal, president of ...
National Organization for Women and
an outspoken critic of Rehnquist.
noted the large negative vote on his
nomination .

The Reagan administration tonight succeeded in winning the votes
of the majority of the U.S. Senate, but
they suffered a greater moral defeat,"
Smeal said.
"Despite the fact that this nomination was considered unstoppable
from the beginning, the Senate re-led the largest no vote in any suc .
confirmation for chief justice.
This is truly a Pyrrhic
victory.... .taggering losses in credibility for the ts:agan administration."

the breezeway between the men’s and
women’s gyms, Asuncion said. Design and construction of the elevator,
as well as the widening of a pre-existing elevator in the science building,
cost $494,9(K). she said.
Schuller said his organization’s
next goals include the installation of
signs for the visually -impaired and automatic doors in place of heavy, conventional doors. He said 70 percent of
its members are mobility -impaired.
Wheelchair ramps and other aids
for the handicapped were made mandatory in all new CSU buildings in a
provision written into the state administrative code in the mid-1970s, said
Bob Mackensen, senior architect in the
state architect’s office.
The rules are looser for buildings
erected before the law was passed, he
said.
"It depends on the need there,"
he said. "If there is little use by the
general public, there is a lesser need to
build a ramp."
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taireoniDouglia Marketing
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24-Hour information line (1.135 106-9610

Braces aren’t forever . . .
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Dr. Todd Walsh
100 O’Connor Dr.. San Jose

292-1583

to prepare it for actual ground breaking.
Excavation
crews will dig
holes where the gymnasium and
events arena and the pool will be.
Pile driving
long, heavy
beams will be driven deep down into
bedrock below the soil. Without
these piles, a structure would most
likely fall down. Russ said.
Pile capping Caps, similar
to those seen beneath piers, will be
bound to the tops of the piles to support the foundation when it is built
on top of them.
Foundation Steel reinforcing bar will be laid as a skeleton to
be covered with concrete for the
building’s foundation.
According to Barrett, as many
as 100 workers will be on campus at
any one time working on the two
projects.
Barrett said he suspects there
may be initially complaints about
noise from dormitory residents. because crews will begin arriving on
campus with their equipment at 6
a. m.

The Rec Center was approved
by a 59 percent student vote in
March 1982.
It will include two separate
facilities: a gymnasium and events
arena on San Carlos Street between
Seventh and Ninth streets, and an
aquatic center on the south side of
San Carlos Street at Ninth Street.
Construction on the entire project is expected to be completed in
1988, but Barrett has said he hopes
the pool will be open for student use
by next summer.
Judy Hermann. S.U. public relations director, is working with
Barrett on a gala ground breaking
ceremony. Hermann has asked
Music Department Chairman Gus
Lease to help arrange entertainment
for the ceremony.
Henry Orbach, traffic and parking operations manager, also attended. Orbach was concerned about
when he will need to make arrangements for the estimated 400 parking
spaces that will be lost within Rec
Center construction areas. Barrett
said.

Ex-SJSU employee goes to prison
KOEHN, from page I
amount of cocaine. She is currently
free on bail pending the hearing.
University police discovered
three rifles, two pipe bombs and cocaine in Koehn’s dorm apartment on
April 10, 1985, following a tip from a
custodian who said someone in Royce
Hall had a gun.
UPD served Koehn’s wife with a
search warrant and, as a precautionary

NEED EXTRA MONEY"
NASA Ames Research Ctr., Moffett Field, CA
IS currently recruiting students between the
ages of 18 and 50 to participate in short paid
volunteer studies. For further information
please call:
THE BIONETICS CORPORATION
Ms Bennett-Htley
Mr Dalton

WHY?

10.5% to 15%

According to Barrett, the contractors are enthusiastic about
launching the construction.
"They’re anxious to begin as
soon as possible, and we’re considering the 29th the actual date," he
said.
Roebbelen hopes to get as
much of the construction completed
as possible before the heavy rain
season hits. Barrett said.
Russ agreed, adding that rain
would be an inconvenience to the
workers but most likely would not
cause them problems.
During the opening week,
workers will begin by moving their
trailers to the campus. Construction
sites will be fenced off to "keep
people out who don’t belong there,"
Barrett said.
Russ explained the steps that
will take place once the sites are sectioned off:
Demolition trees and asphalt will be removed to completely
clear the areas.
Soil the soil will be graded

measure, evacuated the the hall when
the pipe bombs were discovered.
He was arrested April 26 at his
home in Lompico in Santa Cruz
County by sheriffs acting on a UPD
tip. He was arrested for felony posses.
sion of cocaine.
After his arraignment in Santa
Cruz County, he was transferred to
Santa Clara County to face the weapons charges filed against him.

’Will’s approach to running the
hall was, ’here are the rules. and I will
enforce them,’ " Richard Staley,
SJSU director of news and publications services, said at the time the
weapons were found.
Koehn was an employee of the
university for seven years. He came to
SJSU in 1978 after serving a five-year
prison term for assault with a deadly
weapon.
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Modern flicks make money without testing intellect

Dining

Eatery’s fun for groups
by E.0
C. Walters
It’s a good idea, when .plaiiiiing to dine
at MacArthur Park Restaurant in Palo Alto. 10
invite a group of friends to come along.
There are two reasons for this
One is that before it was a restaurant,
this large, elegant, grey and white wooden
building was an armory.
The main dining hall, where several hundred troops once could have drilled quite
comfortably, is enormous.
This is not the place for a quiet, intimate
dinner for two. But it’s a terrific setting for a
party. In fact, when the room, with its 78 tables covered with bright, white linen and lit
with soft spotlights, is full -- and it usually is
-- it looks and sounds as if a big, successful
party is going on.
The second reason for taking a group is
that the menu is full of temptations. Settling
on a single choice is difficult. With a well organized group, everyone can order something
different and share.
Consider the following excerpts from the
dinner menu:
Appetizers: Cold grilled tuna with fresh
fennel and tangerine -mustard sauce ($4.75),
smoked rare filet mignon with fresh horseradish sauce ($4.95), onion strings ($2.75) and
ceviche with endive. fresh mango and lime
($4.80).
Salads: Wilted spinach with mushrooms
and bacon ($3.95), Cobh ($7.65) and MacArthur Park with crisp lettuce, tomato slices
and crumbled blue cheese and a dressing
($2.95).
Side orders: Sweet potatoes with tequila
and lime ($2.95), cole slaw ($.95) and oven baked beans ($1.50).
From the oak wood smoker: a half slab
of baby hack ribs ($7.90), a half chicken
($7.40). fresh Petaluma duck with lingonberry sauce ($11,80) and one pound pork

Entertainer
The Lntertainer supplement is an artsientenainment guide that apears each
Thursday in the Spartan
Daily

chop with shoestring sweet potatoes ($11.90).
Fresh fish: Catfish ($11.95), grilled
fresh shrimp with fennel and lime ($11.8(i)
and three daily specials
From the mesquite charcoal gnII: grilled
homemade sausages with tomato chutney or
baked beans ($6.95). hamburger ($4.95).
fresh game hen with thyme and lime ($8.95).
fresh Sierra rabbit with rosemary ($9.85) and
dry -aged New York steak with onion strings
($15.95).
Desserts: Mud pie ($3.25). New York
cheesecake ($2.75), fresh berry shortcake
($3.00) and pecan pie ($2.75).
And this is only a partial listing. The wine list also offers many good choices. And
"the park,"as it calls itself, has a well
Mocked bar.
The food at the park is good. But it is not
extraordinary.
For example, the ribs cooked in the oak.
wood smoker are the restaurant’s top seller.
They are very good.. The barbecue sauce has a
tomato base, piquant seasoning and a substantial flavor. But the meat does not taste top
grade. and it should, considering the price.
On the other hand, the salads are very
tasty. The ingredients are fresh and the dressings accent but do not overwhelm them.
The French fries, which come with the
meats, are very good. They’re big, thick.
made from fresh potatoes and are not greasy.
Another nice touch is the sourdough
bread with unsalted butter.
Service is inconsistent. ’The waitresses
are alternately charming, quick, attentive and
then
invisible.
The park would he an ideal place for a
festive post -midterm evening with friends
hungry for a variety of dependably good
foods.

it’s art
dammit
bq 3imbine
episcgc

uality films are made and then
other films are made in which
the leading man’s neck size is
bigger than his IQ.
In some films, more people are
killed than there is dialogue. and the
scripts contain only words with three
syllables or fewer.
These films are the grocery -store
romance novels of the movie industry.
They are a $5.50 stimulant, excluding
the price of popcorn.
Even with the advent of videocassette recorders, the large -screen thrill is
still addictive.
In an era where you don’t know
who your neighbor will be next month.
war and horror movies give us a chance
to scream, shriek or cheer together.
Collectively we demand these
types of films and pay handsomely
for them as well.
For example, "Top Gun" has
grossed more revenue than any other
film this year.
However, the plots are dull and
the characters brainless. But these movies make us feel good -- they are a simple catharsis.
Through films, we have assuaged
our ill feelings about the "conflict" in
Vietnam. Now the hulky one-man army
known as Rambo is on his way to Afghanistan to help us deal with worries
about terrorists and nasty autocrats.
We all know the plot the had
guy will lose, there will he gruesome
blood spilling, and we leave the theater
feeling better about our country and
ourselves.’
"Rambo," "Commando,"
"Cobra," "Top Gun" all so similar, all so satisfying.
Films are designed to manipulate
our emotions, but there is something
perverse about a film in which the only
attention -getting device is action -reaction.

Alk
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Shelly O’Day
Past experience is used to lead us
through series of events. We don’t
learn anything new.
We recognize the villains immediately. They are the animated, cartoon
characters in black with twirled mustaches.
Instead of understanding, through
analysis, which characters we should
identify with, we instead are given
empty caricatures.
After these movies we feel relieved. "Let’s go buy a Coke and a
hamburger!"
Horror movies make us especially
hungry and dry -throated. The audience’s lurching seats and synchronized
screaming leave us drained. For example:
A woman runs through the dark
woods. Tree limbs grab her hair. She
keeps looking over her shoulder to see
what is chasing her.
Finally throwing herself against a
tree, she gives in. Covering her face
with her hands she begins to sob.
Through the camera, the chaser’s
perspective becomes our own. We
force her submission.
What power we have! What power
the film industry has given us.
Shelly O’Day is the Entertainer
editor.
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Glitzy show hides
UB40’s reggae roots
By Scott (1 thanttlton
Quick! Complete the following
analogy: Wham! is to blue-eyed
soul as UB40 is to . . .
When the British hand touched
down Saturday for a show at the
Greek Theatre in Berkeley, a lot of
things were missing: songs, time
and excitement.
And relying solely on Saturdays performance, one would be
hard-pressed to conjure up the word
"reggae" to complete the aforementioned analogy.
Before the band came on stage,
it was obvious this was to he no ordinary reggae concert. A production
of glitzy lighting, an extended musical introduction and dry -ice fog -- a
standard for big-time rock shows
were used in a feeble attempt to stir
up some excitement.
Once the music began, the
UB40 hit machine cranked into action. The songs came in quick succession, played note-perfect hut
without much enthusiasm.
Several numbers ("If it Happens Again" seems to stand out)
would have been just as effective if
the band stood on stage and lip-synced to the records.
Big hits weren’t saved for encores, either; "Red. Red Wine"
and last year’s "I Got You Babe"
were folded right in with a heavy
hatch of cuts from the latest album
"Rat in the Kitchen," a hint that
there was not much to follow.
The touring lineup looked impressive, anyway, as stage and risers were literally covered with bodies: singer/guitarist All Campbell;
his brother, guitarist Robin: drummer James Brown; bassist Earl Falconer, percussionist Norman Hassan: saxophonist Brian Travers;
keyboardist Michael Virtue and
"toaster" (the reggae equivalent of
a rapper) Astro.
With the addition of an extra
horn section and two female backup
singers, the whole thing stunk of
overkill.
Solos were kept to a minimum,

but with the hand’s unenthusiastic
playing, it was probably a blessing
in disguise.
In the past. Astro has played
key part in U1340 shows, toasting to
his heart’s content through such favorites as "Dubmohile."
Not even Astro seemed
inspired this time around. All of
which made for an incredibly drab
performance.
It’s not that the band was boring, it was just too slick for its own
good. Either things are getting too
easy for UB40 or the members are
getting bored with what they are
doing.
If only the band had not
seemed hurried, the show could
have been considerably better.
Much of the intensity of a good
reggae show builds up from slow.
improvised jams. But with a few
shouted "Hello, San Francisco’s"
and what UB40 judged to he an adequate cross section of its matenal,
the whole thing was over before it
really began.
After a scant 45 -minute main
set, the band came hack for a painfully short encore and then called it
a night. The feeling that there
should have been more hung heavily in the air.
What is most upsetting about
the current state of UEI40 is they
seem to have lost touch with their
roots.
Granted, a multi -racial band
from England is not going to play
Jah’s music with the conviction of
Jamaicans. The Campbell brothers
grew up with reggae, though, and
formed their hand because of their
passion for the music.
The 1984 album "Labour of
Love" was a tribute to ithe role it
played in their lives.
But on Saturday night. UI340
bastardized the music it supposedly
loves. With Phil Collins -like horn
arrangements, accelerated tempos
and quick, half-hearted attempts at
dub, it was no surprise that very few
Rastafarians attended the show.

Top Pops
The following
week’s music hits.

are

this

Hot Singles
I ."Stuck With You" Huey
Lewis & The News" (Chrysalis)
2."Dancing on the Ceiling" Lionel Richie (Motown)
3. "Friends and Lovers"
Gloria Loring & Carl Anderson
(Carrere)
Breath
My
4. "Take
Away" Berlin (Columbia)
5."Words Get In the Way"
Miami Sound Machine (Epic)
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Seagulls cruise the choppy surface of the sailing pond at Ntountain View’s Shoreline Park

Shoreline offers more than music
By Andy Bird
There is more to Mountain
View’s Shoreline Park than the
elaborate amphitheater.
Although the amphitheater
has been garnering all the attention .with its big-name entertainers, the true splendor of
Shoreline lies in its natural setting and its role as a wildlife
preserve.
Situated at the end of
Stierlin Road in Mountain
View, Shoreline is the middle
segment of a chain of bayside
parks and bird refuges that
stretches from Sunnyvale to
Palo Alto.
Shoreline Park connects
with Palo Alto Baylands Park
to the north through a string of
levees that wind through the
salt ponds and marshes of the
San Francisco Bay. Moffett
Field stands as a harrier between the park and Sunnyvale
Baylands Park to the south, but
there are plans to connect them
via a trail which will wrap

around the outside of the airbase.
The trio of parks are situated inside the San Francisco
Bay National Wildlife Refuge,
which encompasses the southern portion of the hay.
Shoreline also boasts a
full-size. (8-hole golf course
and a miniature lake for sailing
and wind surfing.
Shoreline Park is a haven
for birdwatchers. The salt
ponds and marshes provide a
perfect natural habitat for a
multitude of marine birds.
Walking along the maze of
levees toward Palo Alto,
there’s always an abundance of
avocets. egrets, stilts and other
wading birds.
A variety of different species of ducks make their home
in the salt ponds, and pheasant
families inhabit the tall grasses
bordering the marshses.
Diving birds put on aeonslant display as they plummet
beak first into the water and

emerge with a meal
Majestic pelicans provide
a special delight to birdwatchers. as they are abundant this
time of year. The best place to
view pelicans is from the western edge of the park.
Instead of using the Stiertin Road entrance, take El
Camino to San Antonio Road.
turn right and follow the road
until it ends. Park on the street
and take the foot path on the
right, which leads to pelican
territory. It is only a short walk
to the levees.
The heavy marine air purges smog from the skies over
Shoreline, so it’s a perfect
place for runners and bike enthusiasts.
The levees provide ideal
running conditions as the dirt
surface is much softer than asphalt or concrete. They also
provide a unique cycling trail
because the surface is smooth
enough to accomodate any type
of bicycle.

Wed -Sat Live Bands
"Alternative Music"
Tues College Radio Dance Night

Top LP’S
I ."lop Gun’ Soundtrack"’
(Columbia)--Platinum
2."True Blue" Madonna
(Sire)--Platinum
3."Raising Hell" RunD.M.C. (Profile)--Platinum
4."Back in the Flighlife’’
Steve Winwood (Island)--Gold
5."Dancing on the Ceiling" Lionel Richie (Motown)
Pop Tops is compiled from
Spartan Daily wire services.

Co -sponsored or music by KSJS, KFJC, KSCU
Alwiniso with Strike I.0.)

Mon Local

Bands Perform Acoustic

Long Islands & Kamikazis
$130 All The Time
97 N. San Pare Square

San Ate

292-1222

Thursday, S<,
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Fair puts past ii
Step aside when you hear "Make way
for the queen!"
Leave behind the time machine you call
your car. Welcome to merry old England and
the year 1586. Welcome to the Renaissance
Pleasure Faire!
After entering the shire gate, take a moment to select a status: royalty, middle class.
peasant or fool. Which shall ye he?
Pause at the tournament arena to watch
Ousting knights ride gallant steeds. Nearby.
others battle to their deaths by sword.
Wander through the maze of Old Gate
Court. Potters Market. Metal Workers Way.
and Glaziers Row. The "travelers mappe’
will provide a guide through the renaissance
suburbia.
One begins to feel out of place in the curious garb of the 20th century time traveler.
Dressing in the sty le of the Renaissance
is encouraged and adds to the fair’s enjoyment. Should fair go-ers lack suitable costumes. they may he rented at Widow Bel -

Old meets new, top, as a time traveler watches a peasant
play the hammered dulcimer. Below, the well is a popular spot for gossip. Right, every court has its jester, and
the fair is no exception.

rose’s Costume Hire.
What is the Renaissance Pleasure Faire?
Arts and crafts, food and drink, games and
entertainment a harvest festival set in a
16th century renaissance English shire. or district.
Catapults and Spanish townships take
the place of darts and balloons (yet to he invented). Other games include "Splatter a
Platter." "Drench a Wench." "Slay the
Giant (Cyclops)" and more, more. more. The
names of the games may not be familiar, hut
the intent is obvious.
Hungry and thirsty after all this gaming?
Partake in renaissance delicacies including roast beef, turkey, ale and wine.
Time travelers craving more modern fare
may chose from artichokes. churros. tempura
and Dr Pepper.
After dining and drinking, relaxation
might he welcome. Entertainment abounds
both on stage and in the streets.
The sweet sounds of dulcimers, harps.
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I present tense
flutes and bagpipes fill the air.
Jugglers and acrobats provide thrilling
displays of dexterity. Beware, however, of
requests for volunteers from the audience.
One unsuspecting time traveler found
himself a prop between two jugglers tossing
large knives. Fortunately for the volunteer,
there were no mistakes.
Thespian dramatic and comic productions also abound.
Did you know Shakespeare was a thief?
Hear the lines he didn’t write, as well as who
really deserves proper credit. See the great
work of Hamlet condensed. in Reader’s Digest fashion. into 20 minutes.
The fast -forward. instant reply of the actors allows the audience to catch anything
missed the first time through.
Still feel like something’s missing? Fear
not!
Yet another replay awaits this time
backwards. Modem comedy can’t compete.
For those who prefer relaxation of a did-

ferent nature, there are spots throughout the
shire where weary hones can find a soothing
massage.
What does the future hold? Occultist,
specializing in palmistry and tarot cards v. ill
gladly reveal the answers.
At 3 p.m., step aside or he trampled.
The Queen’s regal procession stops for no
one.
Don’t get too close. The Queen travels
with an army of big bodyguards
When exhaustion settles in, return to the
time machine. Along the way, take a peek at
the shopkeepers’ wares.
Bid the Renaissance Pleasure Faire a
fond farewell before hitting the road toward
home.
This weekend is the fair’s last stand, so
visit before autumn’s chill wind, settle in on
Mahn County’s Blackpoint Forest. The fair is
open from10 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Saturday and
Sunday.

Ophelia, top, hides his gender under a wig and gown while keeping the
audience laughing at a 20-minute version of Shakespeare’s "Hamlet."
The pleasure fair includes some less -than -pleasant sights, including the
"death marchers."

Text and photographs
by
Kathy Kinser
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Campus art show captures
mood by clever use of light

Denise Wendler

Daily staff photographer

A woman kneels while working in Bazak’s "Mary’s Drawing"

By Brian Fedrou
Katherine Bazak paints lone
figures of women in such a way that
you want to reach out, touch them
gently on the shoulder and ask them
what they’re thinking.
Bazak’s one -woman show will
be in the Student Union Art Gallery
through Sept. 26.
Her latest show follows a previous gallery opening last year and
is called, "What Risk Does The
Figure Run?"
There are 17 pieces painted between 1978 and 1986.
The interior settings of the lone
women are often bathed in brilliant,
yellow sunlight bursting through a
nearby window.
In "The Nautilus, (1982-83)
a young woman is sprawled across a
chair. Her legs dangle across one
arm and her head rests across the
other arm. The light bathes her
flowing red hair and she has a tranquil. self-absorbed smile, as if pondering her future.
All of Bazak’s women are

dressed casually in leotards, blue
jeans or loose-fitting blouses. They
seem confident and sell -assured in
their stillness but their faces show
an inner dilemma.
"Shelter-San Gregorio" (1986)
steers away from the rich sunlight of
"The Nautilus" and instead shows
a lone figure on the beach in the
evening.
The blue-green night makes
the background seem haunted as a
woman sits on a beach under a decrepit wooden tent structure.
Again, the figure seems to be
pondering some far-off problem
but this time in an almost apocalyptic setting. "Shelter-San Gregorio"
is the most disturbing a Bazak’s
paintings. The woman seems to he a
survivor of some dark tragedy.
Bazak, from Palo Alto, recently began painting portraits from
live models after years of working
from photographs. She said in her
biography that live models have
helped her "ability to visualize
three-dimensional space."

She added, "I got a visual,
aesthetic chill in painting real objects . . . I was bitten by the energy
between my eyes, my hand and the
subject."
Her exceptional detail to the
women’s anatomy, their posture
and their telling facial expressions is
the greatest strength in Bazak’s
gallery works.
Bazak is an artist who not surprisingly seems to understand the
moods of women. Luckily, she can
capture these moods on canvas.

Chinese Buffet
ALL YOU CAN EAT
Lunch-Dinner
Same Price
With

Coupon
AMERICA-CHINA
RESTAURANT
49 E Santa Clara St at 2nd
279-0951
11 AMto 6 PM

Lively colors give sculptures circus appeal
By Sue Kiyabu
If art is an imitation of life,
then Yoshio Taylor’s life must he a
circus.
His ceramic MIAS have a theatrical appeal, with lively pinks and
aquas dominating the color of the
statues. Clowns, a once frightening
image to Taylor, give the exhibit a
dramatic, yet uplifting appeal and
arc the chosen theme of the exhibit.
The exhibit, which is showing
at the Triton Museum in Santa
Clara, will continue though the museum is under construction. Admission is free.
The puppet and mask traditions
of Bunraku and Noh theater have an
obvious influence on Taylor’s
work. His statues have an austere.
yet enchanting expressions locked
on their faces.
Many of the figures have red
lips and red hands. The bright color
emphasizes the puppet -like aspect
of the works. In addition. Taylor
carves an attachable mouth on some
of his works displayed.
A work titled "Empty Hands"
has a brown-masked statue looking
at its hands. With complementary
lighting, the shadows play an important role in observing the piece.
The attached base is decorated with
pink, aqua and grey systematic
lines, complementing the unusual
piece, juxtaposing like a piston
from its base.
"His work is exciting," said
George Rivera, SJSU graduate and
curator of the museum. "I’ve seen
works like his, but not to the quality
and scale Taylor has."
A strong influence of Japanese
culture can he detected in Taylor’s
art. The boat, fish and water symbolism come naturally from his Japanese culture dependant on the sea.

(inc
ot
the
pieces called
"Chase" places a large fish, out of
proportion with a small man reaching toward the base of the work.
There is a feeling of respect for the
sea and man’s relation to the ocean
in the work.

The figures and images are related in a surreal manner which creates a sense of mystery about the
works.
"Kaminari" a piece with a
minstrel -white-faced figure wrapped in a lightning bolt, catches the
center of attention in the small gallery. Kaminari, which means
"God" in Japanese, stands five feet

in height and works sell as a my sii
zal character. The hollow slots carved for the eyes, give the piece .1
haunting appeal.
Taylor, who was born in Okinawa, began his art training in
Japan but graduated from California
State University at Sacramento,
where he now teaches.
He received his master’s in
fine arts in 1981 from the University
of California at Berkeley.
"His skills are a given," Ri era said. "His technique is unusual
and on the West Coast, the Asian.
American influence is strong and an
important aspect of his art."

THE PARTY NEVER ENDS

cafe Bala cantina
Monday Night Football & More
Free popcorn .50e beer hoaloas &

tarot

Alter the game &Ink sper2a/ night begins

Tuesday$1.00 Drink Night
Any angle pour dnnk a only St (X) That means Jack Daniels. Cuenki Gold Seagrams

WednesdayBeer Bash
75c Comma. Teraies I iussongs, and more plus T Shirts, Praes & Surprises

ThursdayMini Night
/5c Mau Margaritas and Karnikans

FridayPartyPartyParty

True Blues
Wednesdays
Ray and UllreVielek Reek & Blues
Thursdays
Red Aletl World Music
Fridays
Kembewse Jazz Fusion
Saturday*
Ray and The UlirsVisleis Reek &Blues

the

*This Saturday Only Ni Cover
$1.50 Kunakezis, Age 21 and ever

MARSUGI’S BAR & GRILL
3995. First St. (Corner if 1st & So Salvador)
(401) 216-1345

Wear your Mini Skirt and drink 51 75 Mini Ire Teas

SatBeach BBQ & Dance Party
Srhnapps Bar & Specials while you dance the night 01.7V

SunShorts & Shots and Rock & Roll
75c Shots of Tequila Gold Kama and Schnapps Wear your favonte shorts and dnnk
Short Mai Tan for El 75

115" Happy Hour
is Back
With FREE Hors d’oeuvres
Register to Win a Trip
to Germany

Baja Buffet

"All you can eat"
Mexican Fiesta Buffet
Lunch Buffet
Dinner Buffet

II 30arn 200 yin
$399
Mon Sal

Fiesta
Champagne
Brunch

500 ran QlSlp,o

$449

7 Night a Werig

$599
Fist

person

Children (imler
Call for reservations

499 E. Hamilton in Campbell 374-4290
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Entertainment
Briefly

Band boasts
local roots,
humble start

Hill Street
LOS ANGELES
Barbara Babcock is returning to
her Emmy-winning role as
promiscuous Grace Gardner in
NBC’s "Hill Street Blues"
hut there’s a difference. Grace
is still stirring passions at the
Hill Street Station, hut she is
now a nun known as Sister
Charity

By Scott G . Hamilton
The members of Never Say
Never might have gotten together in
some exotic location -- say Jamaica, a marine recruiting office, or
a parking lot at the San Jose International Airport, for instance.

Bear tutu
CHICAGO
Wide receiver Willie Goli isn’t trading his Chicago Bears football
jersey for a tutu, hut he will
don tights and slippers this
month for his ballet debut. "I
wanted to show them that ballet is not a sissy sport, that a
masculine guy like myself can
come in and do it," Gault said
last week at a rehearsal for
"Dreamer’s Journey."

An amusing story, hut . . .
Instead, the local hand sprang
from somewhat less auspicious surroundings. Say a home practice studio in Los Gatos.
Current
drummer
Markus
Harry was discovered while spear
fishing for newts at Vasona Lake,
though.
Honestly.
Tales of genesis aside, lead vocalist Erik Foss says the thing that
ultimately drew the six musicians
together was a common desire to
play in a working hand.
And since the six -song EP
The Rains’ was released last November, that desire has been fulfilled.
Besides opening for such acts
as Sparks and Yanks. NSN has
headlined at the Cabaret and the
now -defunct Keystone Palo Alto.
Their record sold well locally. They
have garnered airplay on campus
stations KSJS and KSCU. And their
latest effort, the anti -cocaine anthem "Wrecking Ball,"placed
eighth in the local segment of a
music competition sponsored by a
national music journal.
As active participants in the
"First Strike" band collective, the
members of NSN are striving to
open the local market for up-andcoming musicians like themselves.
"We’re trying to create a scene
in San Jose," Foss said. "There’s
never been a scene here like the
ones in San Francisco or L.A.. hut
with the hands that are around right

Star step
Hoi.i.yw(x)i) _

Julie A Bennett Daily

Secret Seven is scheduled to
play at the Spartan Pub on Tuesday at 8 p.m. Call 277-9084 for
more information.
Dot 3 is scheduled to play at
the Spartan Pub on Tuesday at 8
p.m. Wednesday. Call 277-9084
for more information.
Hank Williams, Jr. and
special guest, Kris Kristoffersen
are scheduled to perform at the

stall photographer

Lead singer Erik Foss sings a rousing tune. The band played last week at One Step Beyond.
now, there could he. ’’
Working toward that goal.
NSN will be playing tomorrow at 9
p.m. with two other local groups,
Rhythm Corps and Heroic Airmen.
In addition, the hand is helping
plan a tour of the northwest U.S.
along with Dinner With The
Browns.
Besides Foss and Harry, the
hand features guitarists Kuma
Thomas and Lars Haws, keyboardist Robert Jasman and bassist Karl
Thomas. Each member contributes
equally on each new song. Foss
said.
With influences ranging from
The Cure to Genesis and from reggae to dirge, the collahortion is a
colorful one. Topical lyncs and
tight, danceable rhythms earmark

the hand’s continually maturing
sound.
"We are a hodgepodge of
music styles," Foss said. "Every
week we write something that’s
completely new and different, so
it’s really hard to put a finger on
As its repertoire approaches 40
songs, the hand hopes to complete
another album before the end of the
year.
In the meantime. NSN members are aggressively seeking to expand their horizons.
Foss ard Jasman are polishing
a recording for top figure skate
Brian Boitano. who will use thy
song in a new routine he is devel
Mg
Backup vocalist Wendy Leed

Calendar
SJSU
Garson,
Jeanne
music professor, is scheduled to
perform a recital on Sunday at 4
p.m. at the San Jose Museum of
Art on Market and San Fernando
streets. All concerts are open to
the public. Call 277-5144 for
more information.

Dennis Weaver. who played Chester on television’s "Gunsmoke" and used his cowboy
sense to solve big city crimes
as Marshal McCloud on "McCloud," has received the
I ,832nd star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame.

Shoreline Amphitheatre in Mountain View on Saturday at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $16.50 reserved and
$14.50 lawn seating.
Anne Murray is scheduled
to perform at the Shoreline Amphitheatre in Mountain View on
Sunday at 8 p.m. Tickets are
$1 7.50 reserved and $14.50 lawn
seating.
The Pointer Sisters are
scheduled to perform at the
Shoreline Amphitheatre in Mountain View on Sunday at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $17.50 reserved and
$14.50 lawn seating.
Mundell LOW is scheduled
to play at Garden City, 360 South
Saratoga Ave. in San Jose, Sunday at 8:30 p.m.

Judy Munson and Becky
Reardon are scheduled to perform sensual jazz at Sisterspirit,
1040 Park Ave. in San Jose, Saturday at 9 p.m. Call 293-9372 for
more information.

recently joined the group, adding a
new dimension to its sound.
"We don’t want to come on
too strong, hut at the same time we
don’t want to he overlooked," Foss
said.
And then, the inevitable question: Have they ever said "never"?
"Never." Foss said. "In fact.
our name has been an inspiration

Dandy Di

*********t
* ADVERTISE
IN THE DAILY *
277-3171

*

*********

LONDON
Princess
Diana is Britain’s most stylish
person, according to a Gallup
poll that ranked her husband.
Prince Charles, a distant seeond.Charles brother, Prince
Andrew, tied for third place
with TV talk show host Terry
Wogan. Andrew’s wife, the
former
Sarah
Ferguson,
ranked fifth, according to the
poll published last week.
Entertainment Briefly
is compiled from Spartan
Daily wire services.

FREE
Oapiteeino

Events
San Jose Car Show is
scheduled to be held at the Santa
Clara County Fairgrounds on Saturday from 10:30 a.m. to 5:30
p.m. Call 926-5281 for more information.
The Mamet play, "A Life in
the Theatre" is scheduled to be
held at the Saratoga Chamber
Theatre, 12378 S. Saratoga-Sunnyvale Rd., #2 in Saratoga. on
Friday at 8:30 p.m. Tickets are
$8.50 for opening night. Call
996-9835 for more information.

4Jprwo
Ovilee
(with this ad)
(Expires 9-30-86)
140 E San Carlos
Btwn McDonalds
& Jack -in -Box

4111

971-2222
M -F, 7am-7pm

L

-

1
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Dining

Cinema

Film’s tangled love affair
brings a message home

Neon lights dim ii i ii ate the refurbished and recentl opened Nletro

a bluets from campus

Cafe’s nice inside, food’s OK
Hr Edward liellerive
The Ajluni family is no
stranger to the restaurant business.
and SJSU graduate Richard B. Ajluni is no exception.
His father managed an Italian
restaurant for 10 years. while
brother Don owns the Santa Cruz
Potato Works. Another brother,
Bill, works at A.J.’s Catering of
San Jose.
Ajluni’s recently opened Metro
Care, a block away from campus,
offers fnendly service and cleanliness in a pleasant atmosphere. The
food, though good, was outclassed
by its surroundings.
Deli and catering service is
what the care. 140 E. San Carlos
St., offers on the surface.
The cafe’s modern interior
decor contrasts with its old-fashioned, homey exterior. ’The converted. two-story house does not
have wheelchair access.
Breakfast, lunch and dinner are
served.
Metro Cafe, opened in June
and is open weekdays from 7 a.m.
to 7 p.m. If business justifies it,
more hours will he added, Ajluni
said.
A Metro burger. small salad
and clam chowder came to S6.60.
The burger was OK, the salad was
fresh and quite large. The clam
chowder, like the rest of food, was
average.
Grilled heel peppersteak is the
specialty of the house. Ajluni said.
Fie also said that 20 percent of his
patrons order either a peppersteak or
Metro burger.
The restaurant also serves
breakfast until 10:30 a.m., featuring
eggs and baked goods.
The most expensive breakfast
item is ham, pineapple chunks &
scrambled eggs for $2.25.
Sandwiches are classified as

lite." "grilled" and "deli." The
range from $2.5043.39. Egg. tuna,
seafood, chicken salad and cheese
are the "lite" selections, while
grilled offerings include reuhen.
polish sausage and tuna melt.
The deli grouping contains salami. meat loaf, ham, turkey, roast
beef and pastrami. A sandwich with
cheese is 30 cents extra.
Salads vary from a 89 cents for
potato, coleslaw or Italian pasta
salad, to $3.49 for the seafood
salad, the highest Priced item on the
menu.
Side orders of fries, soup or
chili cost less than $2.

The clam chowder,
like the rest of the
food, was average.
Various sodas, juices, mineral
waters, beers and wines are available.
The cafe’s $4,000 espresso
machine is a point of pride with Ajluni. and a variety of coffees is
available.
Metro offers delivery service
between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. for or
ders of $20 or more. One group in
Joe West Hall has already taken advantage of that service. Ajluni said.
While a student at SJSU. eating out meant Blimpie, Ajluni said.
He considers that deli -cafe and
Chef Croissant to he his main coin
petition.
"I can’t compete with Jack in
the Box (prices), but I can offer
friendly, courteous service." Ajluni
said.

He graduated from SJSU in
1481 with a business degree and
began a career as a stock broker.
Disgruntled with "selling people
something they don’t need." Ajluni
said he left his job and traveled.
After deciding that owning a
restaurant would he fun, he invested
nearly a year and 5200,000 to make
his dream become reality.
In addition to regular dining.
Metro also provides catenng sees ices. Ajluni said business luncheons
and sales meetings are typical catering projects.
The name "Metro’ came to
him on the way to the Detroit Metropolitian airport seeing the term as
many as 20 times on one block. Ajluni said. Metro sounds contemporary, is easy to say and spell, and
fits with San Jose’s "growing up"
image, he added.
The food by itself may not
bring you back, but the Metro
Cafe’s service and friendliness v. ill.

Hy Lisa Elmore
Although it is a German
film, "Men" could easily be set
in Silicon Valley. The characters
are similar to people we know.
people we are, or people we
might become someday.
"Men", which opens tomorrow at Camera 3 is a delightful comedy.
Julius Armhurst, played by
Heiner Lauterhach, is a successful business executive who is
very much in love with his wife.
Paula, played by Ulrike Kriener.
The couple live in a wealthy suburban house, complete with two
children and a Maserati.
Julius has had many affairs,
hut has no guilt about them because to him, they were merely
physical his heart remained
with Paula.
Paula. craving romance and
aware of Julius’ infidelities, has
an affair of her own with a poorhipppie-artist-type named Stefan.
Julius learns about Paula’s
affair on the couple’s 12th anniversary. Paula informs Julius
that she’s not sure how long the
affair will last, and that he’ll just
have to wait and see what happens.
Unable to cope with Paula’s
affair because he knows there is
an emotional attachment involved. Julius moves out of the
house. telling Paula he’s going
out of town. However, he remains in town to spy on Paula
and Stefan.
Julius learns that Stefan is
looking for a roommate, and
convinces Stefan to let him move
in. Julius takes the name ’’Dan’
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met’’ in disguise his identity from
Stefan.
Now Julius begins to plan
his strategy to get his wife back.
What follows is a humorous
look at people’s values and desires.
Stefan has a habit of criticizing the "good life" that his
new roommate dropped out of.
Wealth and power are not important to him, he says, he is more
interested in emotional satisfaction.
But we later learn that,
given the opportunity, Stefan enjoys nice cars and the executive
suite as much as Julius does.
Julius introduces Stefan II,
these things on the hunch that
once he gets some power of his
own. Stefan will not he interested in Paula.
Julius believes that Siefan’s
interest in Paula stems from his
desire to he part of the world that
Paula belongs to. He thinks
Paula is attracted to Stefan because of her fantasy of bin, as an
artist.
This film successfully deabout
livers
a
message
relationships and keeps us laughing at the same time.
Although competing for the
same woman. Julius and Stefan
eventually become friends. Julius wants to hate Stefan, hut he
can’t because Stefan is so kind to
him .
Julius learns that Paula
misses the carefree person he
used to he when they first married.
And Paula learns who she
really loves
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